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For five weeks during the summer of 1998, twelve teachers 
assembled as writers/fellows with the hope of becoming better teachers of 
writing by writing. Tentative at first in the midst of strangers, we slowly 
began to peel away each other's professional layers as we wrote revealingly 
and critiqued lovingly. Whatever transpired across those five weeks 
resulted in a tight-knit group that evoked and discovered the magic and fun 
in each other and, in the process, produced a room full of honest writers. 
What had begun as a professional duty ended in a realization and 
affirmation of who we were in the eyes of our fellows and ourselves. We 
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Demonstration Summaries 4 
Fictitious Fragments 
I used a lesson plan called "Fictitious Fragments." Each participant was given a handout 
containing a list of characters, some settings, a set of objects, and some questions to answer. 
Each person used the worksheet as a starting point for a mystery story. In my classroom, this 
activity is used to assess students' writing abilities at the beginning of a session. 
Melinda Cushing 
A Rose by Any Other Name Would Smell As Sweet ... Or Would It? 
A Lesson on Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily" 
I began my presentation by reviewing Bloom's Taxonomy and introducing my plan to focus 
mainly on the "synthesis" and "evaluation" stages in order to promote critical thinking in the 
classroom. I then offered several pre-reading exercises such as a predictive writing assignment, an 
analysis of a contemporary rock song, and the examination of Browning's "Porphyria's Lover." 
Since the class had previously read "A Rose for Emily," we began to construct a time line to better 
understand the sequence of events in the story since it is not written in chronological order. Finally, 
the class was divided into two teams, and Emily Grierson was put on trial to determine whether or 
not she was sane at the time she murdered Homer Barron. Through the various exercises, the class 
experienced all levels of learning as set forth in Bloom's Taxonomy; however, the focus of the 
lesson was on the higher levels that represent critical thinking. 
Jennifer Ferrell 
Multiple Talents, Music, Mozart and More 
Howard Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences was introduced by playing "People 
Bingo." This lesson focused on the musical intelligence by the teacher's reading a short story on the 
life of Mozmt from Lives of the Musicians by Krull/Hewitt. Students then used their communication 
talent of Talents Unlimited to name his or their many, varied characteristics on a Venn Diagram, 
noting any commonalties on the overlapping segment of the diagram. Students wrote pieces 
comparing and contrasting themselves to Mozart from their diagrams. Then, they listened to 
Mozart's musical compositions while using their productive thinking of Talents Unlimited to name 
many, varied, unusual scenes the music evoked. They chose their most original idea, illustrated it 
and wrote a descriptive paragraph. At the end of the lesson, students identified all Gardner's 
Multiple Intelligences that were used in the demonstration. 
Millie Harris 
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Native American Lore 
The evolution of Native American literature was described from its roots in oral tradition 
and art, through symbols, to written language. Students composed myths from a Native American 
perspective, then condensed the myths to symbols, from which they told their stories to the 
group. Authentic flute music gave atmosphere. 
Beverly Haynes 
Treasures 
The main idea of the Treasures presentation was to present Character Education ideas 
disguised in a format of memory writing, anomalies and personal quotes. By studying and 
collecting the writing of other people, we sift out the things that we believe and want to adopt 




The purpose of this demonstration is to teach teachers how to show students to write 
dramatic monologues, skits, and plays. The activities will help students to develop and use 
analytical, synthesis, and evaluative skills. Building a human machine, an improvisational ice-
breaker, is used to get the energy flowing throughout the group. Creative dramatics, using color 
and/or emotional visualirntion, is used to help prompt the participants to start writing 
monologues. Finally, the students are divided into groups of four or five, asked to write about a 
problem they feel is important to them, and come up with a solution in dialogue form. The 
students are asked to draw and color pictures that reflect one of their activities. Prior to the 
activities, an example of each is shown to the group. 
Bridgette Lovelace 
Story and Paragraph Writing 
My demonstration included paragraph writing and story writing. I used pictures from 
magazines to prompt the writing of a paragraph. First, the fellow writers stated facts about one 
picture using complete sentences. Then, as a group, they wrote a paragraph using the sentences 
that had been previously written, sometimes combining the facts of two or more sentences into 
one sentence. They did the same for another picture, except that, in this paragraph, they stated 
Demonstration Summaries 6 
opm1ons. The demonstration was wrapped up by having the fellow writers write a story based on 
a fairy tale or a childhood story. 
Pam Miller 
The Art of Writing Personal Histories 
The recording and writing of personal histories is a literary genre that is becoming more 
and more popular. As a classroom experience, writing one's own story can produce colorful, 
insightful, and revealing pieces that each student can uniquely "own." 
To illustrate the effectiveness of recording personal histories, each Writing Project fellow 
was asked to bring to class at least two favorite family photographs of a person or an event. 
After a brief introduction/explanation of oral and written histories, I shared some of my families' 
backgrounds that motivated me to pursue relatives who could "tell me more." Several articles by 
Pat Pilling, a nationally acclaimed oral historian, were discussed, including practical steps 
involved in recording one's memories. I then asked the fellows to share one of their family 
pictures with the class by writing a short piece inspired by their memories of the person or event. 
A poignant time of sharing followed in which several fellows allowed the others entrance into 
their personal memories. The class concluded with the fellows artistically decorating their own 
"Family History" notebook with ribbons and drawings. 
In the classroom younger children can successfully create their own stories through 
pictures and short sentences. Middle-schoolers might write about themselves in well-constructed 
paragraphs, and older students can produce three to four page remembrances. Always a prompt 
that produces, writing personal histories allows students to concentrate on one of their favorite 
subjects: themselves! 
Lane Parker 
Literature as Essay: Engaging Your Students 
It is our task as teachers of literature to help our students find the authority, the power, to 
engage the texts--to see them as explorable, malleable and to see that they have the prerogative to 
tackle them and make them their own. They thus can begin to see "great literature" as essay, an 
attempt, an endeavor, that is not holy or untouchable. This demonstration was an effort in 
exploring different particular activities, with a concentration on writing activities, as applied to 
the teaching of three literary genres: poetry, the short story, and drama. All the activities were 
designed to encourage student participation and connection with the literature. 
Lynn G. Rice 
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Help for Academically Weak Students 
In my demonstration, I showed how I introduce students to practical, everyday life 
experiences, such as filling out employment forms, establishing a checking account, and applying 
for credit. My lesson focused on the development and understanding of modern vocabulary. I 
emphasized the fundamental skills necessary to cope with the communication problems of the 
contemporary, real world. 
Eleanor Williams 
Motivating Writing 
Writing is a complex symbolic representation of a person's thoughts, which involves 
motor skills to make marks on the paper. Picture and pattern making seems to release energy in 
some children for speaking and writing. Writing should become an important part of a child's 
life during primary years. Teachers have to become excited about writing before students can be 
motivated. 
In the classroom, writing needs to be a natural activity which occurs everyday. Children 
learn by doing. My demonstration presented ideas which could be used to encourage students to 
write. The activities included movement, music, and art to generate creative ideas from the 
pupils. There was also a brief discussion of organizing a writing center. 
Shalonda Williams 
Drama: The Root of It All 
My demonstration began with impromptu skits that partners created after choosing an 
object from a bag. The skits had to incorporate the object in some form. The transition from the 
dramatic skits to the first writing activity was an introduction to Thornton Wilder's Our Town. 
After viewing Emily's scene from the end of the play, the group was given the following writing 
prompts from which the Fellows were to choose one: respond to Emily's statement of humans 
not realizing life as they live it; write about a day that you wish you could re-visit from your past; 
or place Emily in a contemporary scene to illustrate the way things have ch_anged. 
April Wright 












" ... on a darkened stage I see 
the figures of the author 
and the reader, with the book ... 
etween them." 
Louise Rosenblatt · 




Most teachers are curious about students' ability levels at the beginning of each 
new session. Theorizing that seventh graders enjoy telling stories, I created a lesson plan 
that I call "Fictitious Fragments." Using this lesson plan allows me to assess each 
student's composition ability. To carry out this plan, I make a classroom set of handouts 
that contain a list of characters, some settings, some objects, and a set of "problem" 
questions that students are to use in writing a mystery story of their own. (The characters, 
the settings, and the objects are listed in the form of sentence fragments. The "problem" 
questions are written as complete sentences.) I divide the class into groups of three or 
four students and allow them to discuss possible combinations of the handout 
components. Each student must choose at least three characters and one or more items 
from each of the other groups and use them in a story of his or her own creation. 
I usually begin by asking the students if they have ever read a mystery or watched 
a mystery on television. Almost everyone has, so I usually say something like, "Well, 
gang, today, we are going to write mysteries of our own." This statement is usually 
greeted with groans of dismay and several of those annoying "What if. .. ?" questions that 
seventh graders love to ask, so I pretend to ponder for a moment and then say, "Do you 
think it would be easier to do if I have you work in groups?" Of course, they immediately 
chorus that working in groups would be acceptable, so I divide the class. I try not to let 
the students know that I had planned the group work all along. Allowing students to feel 
I 
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as if they have been given a privilege is a strategy that I use whenever I can to encourage 
class participation from everyone. 
After I have divided the class into groups, I give each student a handout and tell 
the students, "Since I had planned for each of you to work separately on this assignment, 
each person must turn in an original sto1y of his or her own. They grumble, but not too 
loudly-after all, they don't want to separate NOW. Soon, the groups are buzzing with 
conversation about who the villain will be and which of the questions will be used. I 
walk around the room asking questions and answering queries about content. After about 
ten or fifteen minutes of conversation, most of the students have begun writing. Many 
times, students will become so involved in their stories that the "Can we finish this for 
homework?" question starts popping up. I always answer in the affirmative! 
When the final stories are ready to be taken up, I ask for a volunteer to share his or 
her myste1y with the class. Everyone's story will be read aloud. If a student doesn't want 
to read aloud, he or she may ask a group member or me to read. 
I do not count this assignment as a test grade, so the "grading" of these stories is 
simple. The purpose of this exercise is to assess each student's composition ability, so I 
evaluate these stories on content-all required elements must appear in the finished 
story-and sentence correctness. Students usually end up asking when they will get to 
"write some more of those stories." 
Cushing 11 
FICTITIOUS FRAGMENTS 
Directions: Choose at least three characters and one or more items from each of the 
remaining groups: settings, objects, and problems. Then write an original story that will 
use all of the material you chose. Your mystery should also include the following: 
Who?, How or what?, When?, Why?, The solution and clues that helped to solve the 
cnme. 
Characters: 
Malcolm Fritz, billionaire owner of the Nyuk, Nyuk Diamond 
Suzanne Balderdash, an uptown girl 
Naga Neon, a dancer from Las Vegas 
Felton Fedora, a small business owner who makes hats 
Goodman O'Casey, an Irish cop 
Lavinia Smakker, local high school principal 
Dr. Terrance Hunter, attractive, single dentist 
Joe Hogg, junior high motorcycle freak 
Abigail von Villon, teenage girl who really likes Joe 
Brett Biltmoor, high school janitor 
Irma Smashmouth, reporter for W ASN Television News 
Mortimer Schmuck, nerdy bookworm 
Heidi Wisely, witness to a horrible crime 
Settings: 
The secret cave underneath an expensive mansion 
A deserted tropical island 
A street outside a bakery 
The Vinegar Root Junior High School 
The kitchen at a local restaurant 
The woods outside the town of Hadleyville 
A large houseboat tied up at the town dock 
Objects: 
Five pounds of dead mice 
A bloodstained hammer 
Two hundred water-filled balloons 
A glass with fingerprints on it 
An empty birdcage 
A wet dog 
A thick white envelope sealed with wax 
Problems: 
Why was the shadowy figure leaving the scene of the crime? 
Who was the man with the scar on his face? 
Who threw the rock with the note in the crevice through the window? 
Why did he/she take the briefcase? 
Why was the woman in the red dress at the bakery at midnight? 
Why was the dog wet? 
Why did the police halt the investigation? 
Cushing 12 
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The End of Summer 
Summer ended today. I know, I know-summer isn't supposed to end until 
September the twenty-second, but summer ended July the thirteenth this year. I walked 
out onto my front steps and smelled it. Everyone knows the scent-a crisp, clean, cool 
freshness that hasn't been around since, well, since the end of summer last year. Oh sure, 
there will be more hot, muggy days and nights. People will still play on the water, and jet 
skis will dash about at high speed, but their engine whines will sound desperate, almost 
frenzied, rather than exciting; they know their time is dwindling. Overweight vacationers 
clad in too tight bikinis will still be seen in the grocery stores; locals will watch them and 
think, "I'll be glad when those summer people go home, and things around here get back 
to normal." Grimy-faced men wearing dirty jeans and hard hats will signal air-
conditioned cars to halt for road repairs, and riding mowers will growl around and around 
as sweaty homeowners and disgruntled teens gripe about their tasks, but summer is over. 
The hummingbirds are migrating-I know, because they feed at my kitchen 
window. Wal-Mart and K-Mart have emptied the garden departments of flowers and 
restocked with shelves and shelves of lunchboxes, notebooks, backpacks, pencils, and 
paper. Mothers inspecting racks of children's clothing at stores in Boaz, Gadsden, 
Anniston, and Rome are looking for affordable student garb. Teenagers clustered in mall 
wads are gabbling about the coming school year. College freshmen-to-be are looking 
down their supercilious noses at their just-a-bit-younger acquaintances and pretending to 
be ever so cool. That cool, crisp scent is getting stronger. 







A heavy, old aluminum pan 
With a speckled blue lid, 
Too large for the pan. 
Only a strong person 
Could make magic with it. 
Bacon grease 
From the bowl on the stove 
And butter 
Churned in Granny's kitchen 
Were the cauldron's first ingredients; 
Then corn, shelled from the cob 
By family thumbs. 
Oh, to be a grown-up 
And shake this boiler over 
The gas flame, 
To hold the lid and listen 
Until the sound grew quiet. 
Then magic-warmth and safety-
Would be shared by all. 
Every child was eager 
To have the magic, 
But only a grown-up could make it. 
Cushing 14 
My Valiant Hero 
You never knew I noticed, 
Child that I was, 
But I did, and I do remember 
The lessons you never knew you taught. 
You never knew I paid attention 
When you got up every day, 
Got dressed without a protest, 
And watched us go away. 
You never knew I took note 
Of the laughter that denied pain, 
But I did, and I do remember; 
No one wants to hear me complain. 
You never knew I watched 
All the changes, never good, 
With eyes that sought solutions 
And a heart that understood. 
You never knew I noticed, 
But I did, and I still do. 
Daddy, all I know of courage, 
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"What is missing, though, is a sense of 
authorization: the sense among faculty 
that legitimizes their work and makes it 
eaningful and the sense among 
tudents that what they are learning 
omehow counts." 
--John Trimbur 
Flying High With Writing 
16 
Ferrell 17 
Ideas On Journaling 
For several years, I have been keeping a journal. There is no specific format to my 
entries, nor is there a set time schedule as to when an entry will occur. My journal is simply 
a tattered spiral bound notebook that contains everything from "to do" lists to attempts at 
poetty to random thoughts. Regardless of its inconsistencies, I really appreciate my journal. 
I enjoy writing in it almost as much as I take pleasure in reading it. Recently, I was looking 
back through the pages, and I encountered an overwhelming list of questions that have been 
nagging me for quite some time now concerning the issue of journals in the classroom. Since 
I have begun to teach, I have tried to decide whether or not to implement this activity into 
my classes. But because of my uncertainties, I have done nothing. Many of the questions I 
have about journaling surfaced in my own journal on February 22, 1997: 
• should students keep a journal or shouldn't they? 
• should they be given prompts or should they be able to write about whatever they 
choose? 
• should I read the journals or allow them the liberty of writing without fear or 
criticism? 
• if I decide to read the journals, should I comment briefly or offer a lengthy 
response? 
• should the students be given a grade for the journals? 
• should the grade be significant? 
Ferrell 18 
o should the students who spend more time really "thinking" score higher than 
those who merely complete the assignment? 
11 will students simply try to write to please me if they know I will be grading 
them? 
I recently read this ent1y, and dete1mined to make a decision, I began to read articles 
about journals in the classroom. Fortunately, I was not alone in my indecisiveness. After 
teaching and requiring journals of her students for many years, Ava Chandler, upon her 
return to graduate school, became much more sensitive to the issues surrounding journals 
when asked by one of her instructors to keep a journal herself. Chandler, just as I had, had 
many questions, especially concerning the issue of assigning grades to journal entries. She 
explained in her article Is This for a Grade? A Personal Look at Joumals that she "found 
journaling for a grade dehumanizing." She asked herself, "How often had I devalued and 
impeded their learning? How often had I as an implementer and instrument of the system 
made them jump through the proverbial hoop--petform for a grade--accommodate?" (46). 
Finally, Chandler arrived at a conclusion about journal assessment; she wrote, "As 
an alternative, I suggest that journals not be assessed or evaluated, but be simply assigned 
as a part of the student's final grade and accepted as either credit for completion or no credit 
for failure to complete" ( 48). As I completed the article, I felt somewhat assured that at least 
other instructors were finding answers to the questions that prevented or hindered journal 
writing in the classroom. But just because I had one alternative to grading under my belt, it 
did not mean that the daunting task to seek out answers was over. I continued to read. 
Ferrell 19 
An eleventh grade teacher, Elizabeth Lee, discussed the ability of student logs to be 
the catalyst for critical thinking. In regard to teachers responding to student journals, she 
stated, "I believe that the depth of the students' responses depends on my ability to motivate 
and direct their thinking to their own processes .... e.g., asking for an explanation of why their 
actions or choices are right instead of why they are wrong" ( 41 ). I, too, feel that this type of 
question-and-answer dialogue between the teacher and student would be most helpful both 
in bringing some written ideas to fruition and in aiding in the development of the teacher/ 
student relationship. 
After considering journaling for some time now, I have concluded that the activity 
can, and will, be most useful in my classes. I have thought about the many questions and 
considered most options associated with the activity and have arrived at several conclusions. 
Primarily, I have decided that my students should keep journals. 
The goals that I have set for my students are almost embarrassingly simplistic; 
however, I feel that they are vital to the development of my students. First, I want my 
students to be motivated to think for themselves. Secondly, I would like for the students in 
my classes to become more proficient writers, and finally, I would like for them to be able 
to convey their logic through their language. An obvious activity that can help students reach 
these objectives is journaling. 
Once I arrived at the conclusion to implement journal writing, I was ready to 
implement the activity only into my composition classes, but I read about a math teacher, 
Don Schmidt, who asked his students to write their questions concerning algebra. Schmidt 
wrote, " Since learning in math class depends on communication, I use writing mainly as a 
Ferrell 20 
way of opening the lines of communication" (104). I began to consider the possibility of 
journaling in my survey of literature classes. I arrived at the conclusion that not only would 
writing allow us to communicate as Schmidt's classes did, but a journal would also provide 
an opportunity for students to closely analyze selected works and allow them to create some 
literary pieces of their own. I was ready to implement the journal into all of my classes. I 
had done exactly what it is that I hope my students will do: write, read and be moved to 
action. 
My plan for my literature classes is for my students to maintain a daily log that 
correlates with their reading assignments. For each day that the students are in class, they 
are to make an ently in their reading log, responding to the particular piece on the syllabus. 
They will have the freedom to respond critically or creatively, meaning they may write their 
personal thoughts about the piece or compose an original work. For example, If the students 
are to read "The Black Cat" by Poe, they could discuss how the horrific details added to the 
climax of the story, or they could write their own horror story. Initially, I plan to give them 
optional prompts for guidance, but I want these entries to be their own thoughts about the 
literature they are reading. I plan to check the logs once every two weeks. One week, I 
might collect the logs to read; on others, I may simply make sure the students have completed 
the assignment. 
There are several incentives for the students to write in their journals: they will have 
detailed notes, not only about the texts, but also regarding their reactions to the text which 
will be helpful during exams, and they will not have to listen for an entire semester to my 
lectures everyday as students will be randomly chosen to share their responses. I also plan 
Ferrell 21 
to have the students swap journals on occasion and respond to each other's entry, an activity 
which will offer insight on their peers' opinions concerning the work. An in-class writing 
is another activity associated with journaling in the survey course that I think would be 
interesting. I plan to supply a specific question or excerpt from the text to which they may 
respond. 
I am currently vowing not to be voyeuristic, as I will never criticize ideas or patterns 
of thinking, nor will I play grammar police when reading entries. Unfortunately, I do not 
think I will be able to refrain from adding an encouraging comment when a student expresses 
an exciting revelation or creates his or her own literary piece. And as far as grading goes, 
I plan to count the reading log as a major test grade; exactly how missing entries will factor 
in has yet to be determined. 
I do not claim to have arrived at solid answers for all of my questions surrounding 
journaling; however, I do feel that this activity will allow students the opportunity to think 
about literature and how it applies to their own lives. Journaling has already provided me 
with an incredible chance to consider my teaching and the impact that my teaching has on 
the lives of students. I only hope that keeping a journal in class will provide similar 
opportunities for my students. 
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Brother 
I trudged along a wooded trail behind my older brother. 
Dead, brown leaves crackled loudly 
under my worn out sneakers. 
He turned around, yelled, "Be quiet!" 
I giggled. He sounded like Daddy. 
He gripped his BB gun tightly. 
"I'll shoot ya if you don't hurry!" 
"I don't care. It won't hurt." 
Experience. 
He wouldn't let me stop to tie my shoes. 
The laces were crusted with dirt and leaf fragments. 
He wanted to kill some birds. 
Secretly, I prayed he wouldn't. 
He bent over, picked up a centipede, 
and threw it in my hair. 
All legs pawing, 
it tried to hang on. 
I thumped it and wondered 
what it felt like when it hit the ground. 
Chuck told me to sit down and wait. 
He said if I went further, 
I'd scare the birds away. 
I plopped down on a fallen tree; 
the rough bark scraped through my thin shorts. 








I Flying High With Writing 
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Realize Life 
I have spent much time and energy chasing the illusive dream. When I was 
younger, I thought, "when ... when ... when ... " I would have an interesting, fulfilling life 
of enchanting surroundings, stimulating conversations and enriching experiences. 
The every drudgery of cooking, cleaning, paying, driving and doing would be history. 
One day changed all that. 
My friend, Kathy, invited me to accompany her to visit her nephew, Corky, 
who attended the Partlow School, an institution for the mentally retarded in 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Corky was not retarded, but had been paralyzed from the neck 
down for 11 years. The ambulance took him to school there daily to provide him a 
change of scenery from the confines of his nursing home room. 
We drove up to the back of the group home and walked in through the kitchen 
door, from which the aroma of simmering homemade vegetable soup wafted. A 
large, jolly, African American man, clad in a white chef's hat and long apron over his 
uniform, stood at the stove stirring the soup. Chairs of men children, watching him 
go about his culinary duties, lined the room. Most were Downs Syndromes, with 
sunny-faced smiles, button noses and upward slanting eyes that seemed to twinkle in 
glee when we entered the room. The only physical sign of affliction.in others was 
either a vacant stare or a back-and-forth rocking motion. A middle~aged man 
crouched over in a wheelchair, singing "Jesus Loves Me." The aide told us that he 
had sung this song every day, all day, for the past twenty years. Aims, desperate for 
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human touch, reached upward for hugs as we passed. We stopped to oblige each one. 
I felt that I was caressing the souls of angels. 
We entered the next room where the young man lay flat on his back. His 
aquamarine eyes were staring upward, as they had done the minutes after the wreck, 
which stretched into hours, days, and years. He was movie-star good-looking with 
sharp, chiseled features and flowing sandy hair. 
Corky was unable to speak, but Kathy could read his lips. His face broke into 
an enormous smile when I told him of meeting his dog, Tater, and playing with it the 
day before. Kathy talked with him a few minutes, updating him on all the latest 
family news. Then, she asked, "Is there anything we can do for you before we leave?" 
"Take me with you," his lips answered. 
I turned around and walked back through the door that day, never to be the 
same again. I learned that our bliss depends on how we perceive our experiences. If 
the temptation ever arises to moan, groan or complain, I just remember that day. 
Cooking meals, cleaning house, paying bills, driving the car and doing all the other 
mundane chores in life are all reasons for jubilation. 
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Your Precious Guardian Angel Has Come 
I sat in the green vinyl hospital chair, glancing out the window. The street 
scene below of bustling life was in sharp contrast to the entombment inside. I turned 
toward the frail cavity of the man as he called out in his delirious state for another 
pain pill. I thought, "Why do you fight so hard? A sweet angel of mercy gently 
taking your hand and leading you through to the other side would be a comfort to 
most, but you were never like most. You were always different. 
A pleasant-looking nurse with a kindly manner entered again to relieve his 
agony and postpone the inevitable. She told me what a pleasure it had been to have 
him on the floor. "He's very intelligent, isn't he? Your dad has taken us on bicycle 
trips throughout Japan and back through time to the Roman Empire. Mr. Bowers is a 
fascinating person, all right... quite different from the rest." I nodded in agreement, 
knowing that Daddy left an impression wherever he went, even in his final hours. 
I rose from my chair to move closer, examining the flushed, strongly chiseled 
face of this man who had perplexed, troubled and influenced me so. Much of what 
had made me the person that I am today would depart from this earth soon. As I took 
his frail, limp hand in mine, I knew that this would be goodbye. 
Images of a life that was and the life that could have been drifted through my 
mind as I stood beside his bed in a moment of reflection. I recalled a lifetime of 
turbulence mixed with fleeting seconds of happiness for one who was never in step 
with the parade. Perhaps if we had lived in the future, his life and, ultimately, mine 
would have been different. 
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My mother had told me of meeting him at a dance in Anniston, Alabama, after 
World War II. He was teaching veterans, and she was working as a supervisor at an 
Army depot near there. He proposed that very evening, as they danced the night away 
to the tunes of Glenn Miller. She later described him as "quite disheveled looking, 
but the most honest man" she had ever met. 
I was born in Elizabeth City, North Carolina, where Daddy was a principal of 
an elementary school. I do not think Mother ever forgave him for taking my sister 
and brother to the movie that Sunday afternoon to see That's My Baby! She endured 
the agony of labor and delivery alone. To him, it seemed the right thing to do since 
the title of the movie described the day's events. My daddy's reasoning and the 
world's reasoning rarely coincided. 
My childhood was spent moving to various towns throughout Alabama in the 
rigid 'fifties and turbulent 'sixties. Mother and Daddy held positions as educators, 
either as principals or teachers, in these small mral areas. Daddy was always fired for 
such reasons as offending school board members, dismissing school on a pretty day so 
the children could play, or "speaking his mind" to the wrong person. He was the 
epitome of the old cliche, "walks to the beat of a different drummer," more than 
anyone I have ever known. Idealism is an admirable quality, especfally if one can 
afford it. Unfortunately, we could not afford such luxury. Without Mother's stability, 
the family might have disintegrated. My daddy was the vessel adrift, while my 
mother became the anchor. 
My father proved his Christian ethic in his love for his fellow man, despite 





spoke of the injustice of the treatment of "colored people." He began receiving 
anonymous death threats in the mail. I remember the terror I felt as a seven year old 
peering outside through our living room curtains twice that year. Shadowy figures in 
white robes and pointed hoods left burning crosses in our front yard. Naturally, 
Daddy's teaching contract was not renewed, so Mother was forced to resign her 
teaching job, and we moved again. This time, our destination was Birmingham, 
where Daddy left the field of education for a position with vocational rehabilitation. 
In retrospect, I am proud of the Christian stand my father took against hatred and 
injustice. I am sure that it is the origin of my deep sense of fair play, which, as a 
parent, I have worked to instill in my two children, and, as a teacher, in my students. 
The importance my parents placed on achieving an education was evidenced 
by their sacrifice to attend school. They often spent their summers attending college 
at The University of Alabama. They worked nine months, living on the poverty level, 
while repaying their summer school loans. Now, it is difficult to imagine not being 
able to afford the ten-cent admission to the swimming pool, having to contribute my 
baby-sitting money to help buy groceries, or wearing painfully tight, too-small shoes, 
since we couldn't afford new ones. We subsisted on a dietary fare of collard greens, 
pinto beans, and cornbread which, historically, have been the staples of all poor 
Southerners. In spite of the hardships, "Never stop learning" was my parents' motto 
which still stays with me today. I am a teacher because of my love for learning. A 
day never passes that I don't learn something new from my students' diverse interests, 










As I reflect upon my past, my present, and my future, I realize that much of 
what I am is buried deep in the psyche of this shell of a body gasping for its last 
breath; I am on a lifetime quest of learning; I teach children, gifted like my daddy, to 
help them survive and, hopefully, flourish in this world; I am a champion of the 
underdog; I am tormented by the pain and suffering of others; I have journeyed 
beyond the control of what others think I enjoy being different from the mainstream; I 
have a simple religious principle - "Christianity is treating all living things with love." 
Daddy, altho11gh at times, I have resented you for my childhood of adversity, I 
do love you and thank you for the person that I am today. I believe your precious 





















he teaching of the wise 
· s a fountain of life, 
turning a man from the 
nares of death. 
Proverbs 13: 14 








Atop the alpine world of rocky range 
Where clouds are snatched by jagged peaks and pines, 
And ancient streams deep valleys rearrange, 
And nature paints spectacular designs, 
Where danger stalks on cunning wolfen paw, 
Stinging windbite, and clashing rain, 
And staying alive is the only law, 
Rocky Mountain ram surveys his domain. 
Where steel and concrete rake the brazen sky, 
And greasy smoke invades both night and day, 
Oily puddles at the curbside lie, 
Reflecting flashing neon lights' display. 
Where hate creeps in on shiny silver blade, 
But spirit more than body suffers pain. 
Above this wilderness where fear is made, 
City-wise, street-prince surveys his domain. 
Up where no one hears his restless sighs, 
High amid his specters he remains. 
Cold everwinds his legacy becries--







Beneath my hood I dream the kill 
Vermilion flowing growing thrill 
My wind-drawn soul yearns for the hour 
The blood will give my spirit power 
Sudden sun ignites my eyes 
On mighty wings of flame I rise 
Above the trees, above the towers 
I seek the blood that gives me power 
Lightning swift like comets fly 
Silent, shooting from the sky 
Tearing forth the crimson shower 
The blood that gives my spirit power 
Furry, fleshy, fruity meat 
Somewhat salty, rather sweet 
He that fed upon the flower 
Is now the life that I devour 
Heat that quenches my desire 
Heat that sets my soul on fire 
Heat that makes the vermin cower 





Current events and trends often affect students and the atmosphere of a 
classroom. In many cases, this outside influence is ignored by the teacher (as much as 
possible) as its undercurrents tug at the minds of the students. In many cases, ignoring 
it might be the course of wisdom, but once in a while, there is opportunity for a 
valuable learning experience that should not be missed. This happened last winter in 
my classroom as Titanic set sail across the cinema circuit, along with the "hot" looks 
of Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet, and the incredible voice of Celine Dion. The 
film, talked about everywhere, but rated PG-13, contained several seductive scenes 
inappropriate for my elementary students. That small detail only fueled the 
imaginations of those first through fourth graders who were too young to see the film. 
A ttue advocate of spontaneous learning, I decided to take advantage of 
Titanic fever to teach a little history, a little science, a little math, and a little English. 
The small, private school situation made it easy. I simply rearranged my schedule to 
include a week dedicated solely to the study of Titanic. 
Encyclopedias and old issues of National Geographic Magazine provided 
material for reading and research. The older students helped the younger students with 
the difficult words. We discussed the early 1900's, and why people might book a 
passage on Titanic. We studied icebergs and the phenomenon of floating and sinking. 
We used the numbers in our reading to figure out how many people survived, how 
many died, and how many lifeboats it would have taken to save all the passengers . 
Every angle we could think of, we explored. 
All assignments were directed toward one final project due before dismissal 












about Titanic. On Thursday morning, we met one-on-one for conferences about 
grammar, spelling and construction. Each student added a cover page with a title and 
a picture of some view of the catastrophe. The final projects received two grades, one 
in social studies for content and one in English for composition. The results were 
proudly displayed on the classroom bulletin board. 
The students enjoyed the week because they were learning about something 
they wanted to know about. I enjoyed their excitement. They may not have been able 
to tell how many Academy Award nominations the film received, but they knew the 
facts, and that was enough to impress even the older students. 
In the process of our Titanic unit, I learned to take advantage of current events 
that spark student interest. No enthusiasm for learning should go to waste. If we are 
alert as educators to the interests of our students, we can initiate and participate in a 






















It has always been a special pleasure of mine to take long evening walks. The 
exercise and fresh air ease the stress of the work that often takes me away from home 
in search of nuggets of history to use in my writing. Exploring new places takes my 
mind off deadlines and writer's block. I was taking such a walk in a small town in 
Ohio one evening near sunset, when I spotted a walnut grove surrounded by a 
wrought iron fence. The warm summer breeze seemed to whisper to me to enter. The 
gate was open. 
Above the ancient walnut trees, a pink and blue patchwork sky spread to the 
horizon. An antique, war-worn cannon stood just inside the gate, a sentry guarding 
against time that sought to profane this sacred place. A brass plaque at its base said: 
Dedicated to the valiant men who served in the Union and Confederate Armies, and 
gave their lives for the principles they believed in. 
Beyond the cannon, aged granite tablets, some weathered beyond recognition, 
held the secrets of the brave individuals who rested there in grace. I knelt beside a 
fragrant lilac shrub that had for years protected one inscription. It looked as though a 
blossom had recently been picked, and I wondered if I was alone. Pushing back the 
branches, I read: 
JOSIAH BURNS 
PRIVATE 














Nearby, a small fence separated a family plot. Bushes that bore the springtime 
memories of pink peonies sprawled between the stones. I entered quietly, startling a 
squirrel who scurried up a walnut tree chattering, perturbed. Crickets sang an endless 
lullaby to the souls cradled 
EBENEZAR FARMER MARY FARMER ELIZABETH FARMER 
SERVANT OF CHRIST FAITHFUL HELP MEET BELOVED DAUGHTER OF 
WHO DIED IN HIS 66TH YEAR OF EBENEZAR FARMER EBENEZAR AND MARY FARMER 
JANUARY 201 1888 DIED JUNE 1 6, 1 876 WHO DIED IN HER 1 7TH YEAR 
IN DEATH AS IN LIFE JULY 21 1861 
AN HONEST MAN, JESUS1 HAVE MERCY, 
The leaves rustled. Looking up, I saw a young woman clothed to her ankles in 
a gown of gray linen. She was uncommonly beautiful and profoundly sad. Her 
features were reminiscent of the carved ivory cameo my great-grandmother wore--
delicate. In her hand was a lacy lilac blossom. Her eyes seemed to burn into my soul, 
and somehow I knew the source of her pain--the tiny unmarked grave within the 
grave; the little life that had passed unmourned by any mortal, because he was 
unknown to all but her. 
Have pity upon me, 0 ye my friends; 
for the hand of God hath touched me. 
Why do ye persecute me as God, 




















Oh that my words were now written! 
oh that they were printed in a book! 
That they were graven with an iron pen 
and lead in the rock forever! 
For I know that my redeemer liveth, 
and that he shall stand at the latter day 
upon the earth: 
And though after my skin 
worms destroy this body, 
yet in my flesh shall I see God.* 
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I did not know I wept until I tasted the hot, salty tears that streamed across my 
lips. When I looked again, she was gone, but I knew that by my tears she had been 
comforted. I also knew what I needed to write. 
A white blaze drew my attention--the light that illuminated the cannon by 
night. It was nearly dark. I hurried to the gate. Stepping into the street, I felt bitter-






















"A teacher affects eternity; he can 
never tell where his influence 
Henry Adams 
The Education of Henry Adams 




My Prissy, My Love 
Tiny claws clinging, 
You climbed the wire cage. 
"Take me with you," 
You seemed to say. 
I watched your antics 
And fell in love, 
Deciding to rescue you 
From your prison. 
Once I took you home, 
You let us know 
Immediately that you 
Would be the boss. 
Orange and white fur 
Rose upon your back 
If your demands 
Were not obeyed. 
We bonded, you and I, 
Each loving the other 
With intense devotion. 
My nest empty, I 
Needed a child. You, 
An orphan, chose me 
As your mother, 
Giving me all your love. 
We grew together, nine years, 
Each into guardian of 
The other. I needed you 
To comfort me when 
Loneliness enveloped me. 
You were always beside me, 
Purring softly, "I'm here." 
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I did not know that you 
Were dying. You showed 
No signs until the end. 
I should have seen. 
I should have stopped it, 
The illness that attacked 
Your body. I feel so guilty 
That I didn't see. 
Too late, I saw the loss 
0 appetite, the sapping 
Of energy that I had 
Thought summer laziness. 
I sought help for you, 
But was told nothing 
Could be done, that 
You would leave me. 
I took you home to die 
With those you loved, 
But I could not stand 
To see you in pain. 
Unable to eat or drink, 
Your kidneys failed. 
Heavy-hearted, I chose 
To end your suffering. 
It only took two seconds 
For the end to come, 
For my one source of 
Unconditional love to die, 
Two seconds for my heart 
To break from knowing 
You would not be there 
For me, should I need you. 
The emptiness inside me 
Empts in tears whenever 
I remember what I, 
Who loved you, failed 
To see. I ache with sorrow 
And wish only that I 
Could hold you once more, 









"Where Do They All Come From?" 
Over the past thirty-three years--the extent of my driving career-- I have had the 
opportunity to drive many places throughout the United States. In fact, I am on the road 
so much that my father, a traveling salesman until his retirement, has decreed that I have 
put more miles on automobiles than he has, and he started driving at a much earlier age. I 
have experienced many pleasant moments behind the wheel of a car: it was in a car that I 
enjoyed some of the lengthiest conversations with my children when they were small. 
They were a captive audience. I have spent many hours driving to conferences and 
meetings with my best friend in the car with me, and the times shared there have been 
among the best of my life. I have visited many places that I could not have seen before I 
learned to drive, and driving a car has been one of the main sources of my independence. 
Most of the time, I love driving. It allows me time to collect my thoughts and to enjoy 
the beauty of the changing seasons, to smell the steamy summer rain rising off the 
asphalt, and to see the power of lightning without fear. For me, driving presents only one 
problem--those monsters known as other drivers. 
Each time I get behind the wheel, I find myself wondering what kind of idiotic 
driver I will encounter. They're everywhere! On the interstate, in Wal-mart's parking 
lot, on narrow country roads, behind me, ahead of me, beside me--EVERYWHERE! And 
their one purpose is to bring out the Type A parts of my personality. In other words, they 
irritate me to the point that I become a monster myself. These irritants come in all shapes 





















However, I have been able to, over the last three decades, put most of these drivers into 
one of several groups. 
The first , I wi ll call the "Little Old Lady from Pasadena" group. This group is not 
solely made up of women; many older men fit here as well. Should you ever encounter 
any of these drivers, these are some of the ways to recognize them. First of all , they will 
be driving a larger car--perhaps a Cadillac Seville or a Buick Park A venue or maybe a 
Lincoln Towncar. Some of them may be driving Ford Thunderbirds or Mercury Sables, 
and once in awhile, one of the male members of the group will be in a large pickup truck. 
The pickup truck specimens are always easily recognizable by the baseball caps on their 
heads and the bib overalls they are wearing. A second way to recognize this group of 
drivers is--if you are following them--to look straight at the driver' s seat of their auto. If 
all you see is a portion of a head, white and frizzled by a perm or marked by the lack of 
hair in a circular area on the back of the head, you have obviously found a Little Old Lady 
driver. Appearances aside, the best way to recognize members of this group is to observe 
the way they drive. They only know one lane--half way between the left and right lanes, 
straddling the center line. They only know one speed--around thirty miles an hour--and 
they are fond of sudden stops. Usually, they do not know what a turn signal is for; 
occasionally, though, one of them will stick an arm out the driver's side window and 
waggle it or perhaps throw the fingers up toward the roof of the vehicle. If that happens, 
BY ALL MEANS, YIELD! These gyrations signal a turn to the right or the left. and 
since many of these drivers don't know which signal means which, the best thing other 
drivers can do is stop dead still rather than try to pass them in the other lane. I meet these 
j 
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drivers most of the time when I am running late for an appointment or really need to get 
home to relieve my bladder. My Type A response to them is usually, "Get off the road, 
Granny (or Gramps); why don't you go on back to the nursing home?" Obviously, they 
never hear me because not one of them has ever sped up or moved off that center line so 
that I could pass. I am sure that if I should go to hell (heaven forbid), my everlasting 
torture would involve being surrounded by these drivers for eternity. Hellfire and 
brimstone would be nothing compared to this punishment. 
Another group, just as irritating, is those drivers who seem to be saying," I am 
young; I am fast; I will leave you in my tracks." For lack of a better name, I call these 
drivers "Punk" drivers. This group can be subdivided; one contingent usually drives a 
late model sports car like a Chevy Camaro, a Ford Mustang, or a Mitsubishi Eclipse. The 
other half favors muscle cars: Chevy Impalas, Pontiac GTOs, or Chevy Mali bus, for 
example. Both subgroups have one thing in common--an overpowering need to speed. 
These are the drivers who pass me going sixty in the thirty-five-mile-per-hour zone of 
Quintard A venue. They are the ones who went out and partied when the speed limit was 
raised to seventy because they knew they could now speed down the interstate at ninety, 
not eighty. They are the ones who, when trapped behind me in the right lane, sit on their 
horns or ride my rear bumper until I pull aside to let them pass. Totally inconsiderate of 
others, they believe the road is theirs and that if they have to cause an accident to prove it, 
so be it. Another obnoxious characteristic of this group is their determination to acquaint 
the rest of the world with their kind of music. The trunks of their cars house woofers and 
tweeters in built-in boxes ; these pieces of stereophonic equipment often reach decibels 
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that can crack the surface of the road beneath or permanently damage the hearing of all 
other drivers within a football-field radius. These drivers do not use the "up" button on 
their automatic windows, but drive with their windows down to acquaint us all with 
heavy metal, gangsta rap, and country rock. A nuisance to the rest of us on the road, as 
far as I am concerned, these punks should be obliterated by the first meteorite that comes 
along. I spend much of my time in my car trying to come up with new four-letter words 
with which to preface my loudly voiced opinions of these young bullies who often bother 
me until I become irrationally angry and ready to KILL! 
As if Little Old Lady and Punk Drivers were not enough, another dangerous group 
of drivers, whom I'll just dub "Wanderers," is out there on the road to tease my sanity. 
The age of this group often varies, but two prime examples come to mind. One is the 
male driver whose eyes are obviously in the wrong place; for all the looking he does at 
everything that passes his side windows, he needs eyes where his ears are. If he had them 
there, he would not keep having to turn his head and crane his neck to look at the good-
looking blonde passing on the sidewalk or the loaded pickup truck sitting in the lot to his 
left. One thing I can count on with this driver--he never looks at the road ahead of him 
except as a last resort. His female counterpart doesn't spend her time looking outside the 
auto. Instead, her eyes are peering into her rearview mirror as she applies mascara or 
lipstick on her way down the highway. I have spent many hours pressing on my horn to 
tell her to move forward after a light has changed. Both these drivers also tend to smoke 
cigarettes and drink coffee in their vehicles. They can often be seen on the side of the 






this group could not have taken driving lessons from the same school I did, or they would 
know that the first rule of successful driving is to keep both eyes on the road! 
To say that all drivers fit into one of these groups or that these groups encompass 
all drivers would be to lie, so I won't say it. But I will say that drivers such as the ones 
I've described have made generous contributions to the feelings of "road rage" that often 
overcome me when I am behind the wheel of my car. All such drivers should have their 
licenses revoked and be banned from the roadways of America. But that is another 
story--some of them don't bother to get licenses, or if they do, they buy them on the 
Home Shopping Network. As the Beatles asked in "All the Lonely People," so I will ask 
about problem drivers: "WHERE DO THEY ALL COME FROM?" 
Happy Trails To You 
A child of the 'forties, 
I adored you 
And gladly paid my dime 
Each Saturday 
To spend the day with you 
And Flash Gordon. 
On the edge of my seat, 
I sat watching 
As you rode across the screen 
Astride Trigger, 
Your white hat caught up by the wind. 
You always nabbed them, 
Red-handed, 
The bad guys of the west--
Never killing, 
Only wrestling with them--
Until they knew 
Their bad-guy days were done. 
The times you shot 
Their pistols from their hands 
And tied those hands 
Behind their backs were thrilling 
To a youngster 
Looking for a hero who could save the world 
From desperados. 
For a tale with a happy ending, 
We could always 
Count on you. The King of Cowboys, 
You taught us 
Life was better when right was might. 
With lilting voice, 
You sang your way into our hearts, 
"Happy trails to you." 
And in our lives you became an idol, 
A role model 
Whom we all admired and loved. 
But now, your song 
Is silent, as you've ridden 
Into the sunset 
For the last time. But you'll 
always be in 




"A character stands up and begins 
o move, and all I do is trot along 
ehind him with paper and pencil, 
trying to keep up." 
--William Faulkner 
Flying High With Writing 
47 
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What Writing Does: A Philosophy 
The children brought their shoeboxes to the circle. As each one shared and passed 
objects around, we talked of Tom Sawyer's treasures--a dead cat, a piece of string, a cat's-
eye marble ... A few boys craved the cat, but most rebuked it as gross and nasty. We 
finished our group sharing and began work on clusters and webs for our own stories. 
Speaking of writing prompts, of motivation-we had them in abundance! Even the most 
reluctant writer dived into the experience. 
At Christmas, we shared stories told by parents and grandparents. These stories 
became Christmas books, given to our families with love. 
Who says it isn't possible to teach values to children in a way that's joyful and 
unbiased? 
My philosophy of writing centers on children who hurt. Some come from loving 
families, but others are burdened with loss, divorce, fear, or even abuse. Some are only 
ignored at home, left with a T.V. for conversation. 
All of these students desire to be important to someone. Teachers are feeling the 
need to supply them with nurturing as well as learning. 
Nurturing comes easily to writing workshop. I tell my children what Rabbit Ears 
Videos proclaims: "We all have tales." One child will always shout, "But, Mrs. Laidlaw, 
I don't have a tail!" Oh, yes they do! 
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Together we examine tapes of Native American creation myths. Bear and Coyote 
dispute the placement of the stars; Rooster crows up the sun; a grandmother's face shines 
out from the moon. We shiver to the music of Indian flutes. 
We talk of Adam and Eve. The children strnggle with the concepts of good and 
evil, and how creation came to be. (One child wrote that Eve would never, ever have 
talked to a snake in a garden.) I try to take no sides. 
My students noisily tell their tales and compare their lives to others'. I say to 
them, tell your tales, whether you are six or a hundred and six. What a voice you have, 
like no one else's! Listen, too. Sift out and keep what you need for yourself. By one 
hundred and six, if you have written and listened well, you will have made yourself an 
identity. 
Old House 
Old house, your eyes cracked out 
by stones and time, 
Big house set up in glory on 
that hill, 
Built in the days of privilege (long gone), 
I dream you now; I speak your 
heritage. 
I find your people gathered 
evenings at their food, 
Or singing softly in the hour before bed. 
Your candles warm, parlor wreaths 
scented, presents spread, 
Your organ piping carols 
up to God. 
Your parlor, facing east, 
was turned away 
From dimlit cabins in the 
grove below. 
A Bethlehem moon hung 
over timorous hymns 
To their Sweet Jesus Boy, 
Savior of hungry souls. 
In the daylight one looming tree 
bore its deep grooves 
Along a limb more durable 
than life. 
Hid from the house: a rope, 
a slave, a wagon pulled away--
A depression hollowed in the dirt 
brought death. 
All life passed civil round 
your porches and broad fields 
Until someone transgressed--was sold--
Or worse, tall men replaced 
the family round the fire one night. 
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Note: 
Cabins were dark then, those within 
pressed down in bondage and in prayer. 
Far better to be sold than to endure 
a night of cruel impeachment as a slave. 
Your life, curled in the fists 
of angry men, 
Likely to be extinguished with the dawn. 
Guilty old house, I sense your brokenness. 
Speak now through shattered 
windows your disgrace. 
The burial plot 
beside you hides proud men 
Weighed down with marble stones 
sealed tight by shame. 
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Andrew Jackson's nephew built a mansion for his family on a hill overlooking Jackson, 
Tennessee. The front lawn sloped a quarter mile down to the courthouse. At the bottom 
of the hill was a hanging tree for slaves. The grooves in the limb, and the depression in 
the ground under it, were talked about by townspeople well into the twentieth century. 
The house was abandoned in the '70's and stood empty for almost twenty years. It is now 
a battered women's shelter run by the state of Tennessee. 
Zones of Fear 
Outside 
Red wolves padding, silent in the swamp, 
Hungry eyes hard, breath harsh, noses pulling them 
on through the North Carolina night. 
Quaking cats' ears tilting like radar, 
Eyes round, skin on their backs rippling. 
Dogs curled tight, tails hugging legs 
( or sleeping by the fire, 
Their muzzles moving in fitful dreams). 
Inside 
Outside 
Naturalists, backpackers thrill within the woods, 
Successfully supporting eighty wolves. 
Inside 
Stock owners oiling their guns, fingers tapping, 
Hearts resentful, biding their time, 




what you write, 
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Splendor in the Night 
across the roof top 
vlbratfnq the window pane 
shattering it into tiny pieces of glass 
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Now that I can have him only in memory, I wish that I could have gotten to know 
my mother's daddy, Papa, better. He was like a stranger passing through. I desired to 
crawl up into his arms and say, "I've known you all of my life." But, that would not have 
been true. I remember only seeing him three times in my entire life, though I never 
questioned Mom, why. 
His old apartment was full of the aroma of stale clothes, tobacco from his pipe, 
and his favorite cologne, of which I did not know the name. Six, I think, was when I first 
met this stranger. He plopped me down on his knee and said, "Gal, you look just like 
your mama." I noticed Mama looked just like him. "That's Bridgette," Mama stated. He 
brushed back my long, sandy brown hair from my brow, rubbed my belly, laughed and 
said, "Mary, what you been feeding this gal? She sure is healthy!" 
Something shining poked me through his flannel shirt pocket. I wanted to jump 
down, but was too afraid. He pulled out a harmonica from that pocket and began to play 
some old blues songs. I cannot remember exactly what the names of each song were, but 
they made me want to linger in his lap on his blue overalls, forever. 
(A Solo Biographical Dramatization of Harriet Tubman) 
They Call Me Moses 
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My name is Harriett Tubman. It used to be Aramrita Ross, but my papa wanted me to 
have a Christian name --- a name like my mama. Now a days though, some say they call 
me Moses. Why, I don't claim to be Moses. I say they call me Moses. I reckon 'cause I 
done like he did. I forsook my family and friends and followed the Lord. 
I was born in Dorsterchester County, Maryland, in 18 and 21. My mama's name be 
Harriett Green and my papa, Benjamin Ross. They both had to keep they own master's 
name; that's just the way it was back then. I was reared on Master Brodas' plantation, and 
that was a bad thin'. He made me do the work of over ten men from the time I raised up in 
the mornin' til the time I laid down to sleep at night. 
Often times, he would take me into the city and put me against men liftin' barrels of 
flour. Them barrels weight most fifty pounds in each hand. Many times I win too. Then 
he'd take me out in the fields, hook me up to the plow, and make me pull it to break open 
the ground, for miles. Slave owners didn't care 'bout they slaves. They beat em and sell 
'em. Of my eight brothers and sisters, only two remained wid us. Both my sisters was sold 
into hard labor, chain-gains, burstin' rocks to build the roads. Them owners would sell 
babies that was only two days old. --- I still hear those mamas crying for they babies. ---
The babies for they mamas, and the papas for they entire families. 
Why --- when I was only six years old, I was sold to the meanest white woman I'd 
seen in all my days. She use to beat me for just bein' alive, I believed. Missy would make 




after I had spent the day cookin', washin' walls, and scrubbin' the floors and all that, still 
she made me sit up all night long, next to her bed in that rockin' chair, rockin' her baby to 
sleep. I rocked and I sang; I sang and I rocked. 
Go to sleepy mama's little baby. Go to sleepy now. 
Go to sleepy mama's little baby. Wid your blue eyes. 
Well I musta fallen off to sleep, 'cause when I opened my eyes Missy was comin' a cross 
my face wid a razor stripe. That baby was cryin', and I held on to that baby. That baby that 
would someday grow up and hate me -- 'cause I -- be colored. I -- I dropped --- that baby. 
Missy face turned red like fire, and veins broke through her face like a map. She beat me 
ti! I was 'most died. When I came to, mama was nursin' me back to health. And just as I 
was well enough --- just as I was able to walk, I was hired out to Master Barrett. He was 
even meaner than Missy. 
It was that time, around my fifteenth year, he caused my sleepin' sickness. Some of us 
slaves was taken to town to get supplies wid the master. One of the slaves started to run 
off, and the master told me to stop him. I refused. He picked up a piece of iron off the 
countertop; it weight most twenty pounds. Master throw it at the other slave. I stepped in 
between them, and he hit me --- in the head wid it. I was out, they say, for five months in 
a deep sleep. A sleep that still control me today. 
As I laid there, I heard the moans of men as they was bein' beaten, and the cries of 
women as the white men did their business on top of em. No more will my people suffer. 
No more will my people be destroyed. For that was when I saw Moses. He was takin' 
God's people out of bondage: their chains was broken, and he took 'em over the mountain 
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and down the valley, 'cross the river Jordan, and straight into freedoooom! Freedom ---
freedom was a hard thing to come by; 'cause I had to take it alone. 
I did ask two of my brothers," Ya'll come wid me," but bein' afraid of the whip, they 
quickly refused. My husband, John Tubman, was a free man. I still wonder today why he 
didn't come. I was only gone two years before I went back for him.---- I'd never forget 
that night I took freedom. --- Earlier that evenin', I hid in an old oak tree in back of 
mama's cabin on the slave row. I could see her through the cabin window. 
She was cookin' supper at the fireplace, while Papa sit near by rockin' in his chair. 
Mama's face was dark like black velvet, and her hair black like coal as the moonlight 
shined from it. In her face was carved the features of Africa and the strength of the Lord. I 
can still hear her sing my favorite song while she was combin' my hair: 
"Go down Moses, way down in Egypt land. 
Tell ole Pharaoh, Let my people go. 
Go down Moses, way down in Egypt land. 
Tell ole Pharaoh, Let my people go. 
The time came for me to take freedom. I followed the north star by night and the moss 
on the trees by day. I went over the mountain and down the valley, 'cross the river, 
straight into freedooom! When I found myself on free land, I looked at my hands to see if 
I be the same person now I was free! Glory was over everythin'! The sun came through 
the trees like gold, and I thought I was in heaven, heaven. Have you ever felt so good 
about somethin'? Have anythin' ever been so good to you where you thought you was in 
heaven? Well, I was in heaven that day. For two years, I worked ever kind of job there 
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was: cookin', nursin', cleanin', sewin', and all that; tryin' to raise enough money to go back 
to get all my people. 
God sent me back over nineteen times to free over three hundred of us, and I never 
lost a one. Came pretty close to gettin' caught though. Them bounty hunters would be 
after us wid they dogs. When the dogs caught up wid us, I'd feed him some herbs. They 
die right there, and nobody never know. Sometimes the babies would cry on the journey. 
I'd give them a different kind of herb, and they would sleep all the way to freedom. 
Many times we didn't have shoes on our feet, clothes on our backs, nor food to eat when 
we traveled. What we did have was the strength of the good Lord wrapped all around us 
keepin' us warm. 
A time came when we was no longer safe in the free states 'cause of the fugitive slave 
law. Why, I wouldn't trust them folk wid my people no longer. I took the slaves straight 
into Canada. They put a reward out for me, over forty thousand dollars, dead or 'live. The 
lawman would go around puttin' up reward posters. I hired me a man to go right behind 
him and tear 'em down. 
One cold winter night, two days before Christmas, I decided to go back to get my 
brothers. I sent the message that I was comin', and for 'em to meet me in that old oak tree 
in back of Mama's cabin that evenin'. Soon as I arrived in town, I saw two men comin' at 
me. One of them looked sort of familiar. It was master. I couldn't let him see me. There 
was a slave wid a wagon load of chickens. I traded him a nickel for two and tied their legs 
together. Just as the men got close enough to see me, I pulled the string on those 
chickens' legs. They jumped out of my arms, and went runnin' and screamin'. I ran after 
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'em yellin', "Come back here you ole crazy chickens! Come back here!" Master and the 
man was laughin' so hard that they didn't even see me. 
I headed to climb the old oak tree to meet my brothers. I could see Mama down 
through her cabin window. She no longer had the strength of the Lord in her face. She 
looked sought of old and grayish, sad and worried. We couldn't let her know we was 
there 'cause she'd be cryin'. Papa would bring us food when she wasn't lookin'. We made 
him wear a blindfold when he walked us to the edge of the field to say good-bye, so when 
the overseer ask did he see us, he could say no and wouldn't be !yin'. 
If we was caught, slave owners would do anythin' to they slaves 'cause we wasn't 
human to 'em. They tie slaves up in the barns by they feet, and strip 'em naked. Then they 
beat 'em cross the backs wid a wooden paddle that had holes a inch around. Them holes 
would tear open they skins, and blood would run down they backs and necks, then throw 
they hair onto the barn floor. All this beatin' 'cause master got a little too dnmk on a 
Saturday night. --- All this 'cause Missy's baby was cryin' a little too loud. --- All this 
'cause the tea wasn't hot enough. They even take body parts like hands, feet, and arms 
right off our bodies if we tried to escape to freedom. 
When the war came, I joined the union. I went through miles of mud and blood, 
goin' in the woods, gettin' herbs, helpin' whites and colors. They still tryin' denyin' me my 
veteran's pay. Why --- I never ask for nothin' I didn't earn. Just like Frederick Douglas, 
Nat Turner, and Sojourner Truth, I only ask for what is rightfully yours and mine, liberty 
and freedom. 
"Go down Moses, way down in Egypt land. Tell ole Pharaoh, let my people go." 
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I Promise 
I promise to rest in our present 
not look to the past 
As we move toward the future 
to make our love last. 
I promise to walk with you 
in this call to love---
To never let you down 
as we seek God above. 
I promise to see in our relationship 
only roses and stars 
As we travel to exotic places 
like Paris or Mars. 
I promise to love you forever 
even as we grow old and gray---
Resting in your arms 
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My Quest 
Monday, August 17, 1992 ... Only two days left before school was to start ... 
Never in my wildest dreams had it occurred to me that my life was about to take a 
sharp turn because of a routine yearly gynecological visit. In my thirty-five years of 
life, I had only been to the doctor once for an illness, and that was when I was six years 
old. The only other times I had been to the doctor were for routine checkups and 
during pregnancy. The only times I had ever been hospitalized were for the birth of my 
children. However, this day was only the beginning of a quest that would continue 
over the next five years-although, in some ways, I'm not quite sure that it will ever 
end. 
This was my big year-I'd just turned thirty-five-the magic year for a baseline 
mammogram. So, after our yearly exams were completed, we were off to complete the 
mammogram screening. The two friends who had accompanied me for their annual 
checkups assured me there was nothing to it; since they both were a few years older 
than I, they had had several mammograms. They were next in line behind me-we all 
looked so cute in our little flowered hospital gowns. After it was over, I thought, 
"What's the big deal? That wasn't so bad." I wanted my friends to hurry and be 
through so that we could be off to our favorite restaurant and an afternoon of shopping, 
which had become a yearly ritual for the three of us when we went for our annual 
checkups. 
Alas! My friends were through, but the technician called for me to come back for a 
moment. She wanted one more view because the first one was fuzzy. There was a 
I I 
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flash of alarm, but I told myself it was nothing. After I had slipped back into the 
flowered hospital gown, the technician warned me this one might hurt a little. She was 
right. She asked me to keep the gown on until she developed the views. This made me 
a little apprehensive-I was really beginning to wonder if there was a problem. She 
came back and told me the doctor wanted to talk to me. Seeing the fear in my eyes, she 
attempted to reassure me by showing me the film in question. Then, the doctor 
explained that the shadow was probably nothing-ninety-five percent of these shadows 
were usually just nothing; but he wanted me to go over to the hospital for a 
sonogram-just to make sure. Lunch had to wait as my friends accompanied me to the 
hospital. The sonogram was painless, but there a shadow appeared, also. I was 
referred to a doctor there who advised me to go back to my gynecologist to talk over 
the situation-assuring me that there was only a three to five percent chance of anything 
to worry about. He would call ahead to let my doctor know that I was coming. 
I arrived back at the place where this exhausting ordeal had begun and was rushed 
right on back to my doctor's office-which was quite unusual. My doctor urged me to 
see a surgeon-just to be on the safe side. Again, I was told that ninety-five to ninety-
eight percent of these turned out to be insignificant. I knew no surgeons, so I trusted 
my doctor to recommend one whom he himself arranged for me to see that very 
afternoon. 
Before my visit to the surgeon, my friends and I rushed to grab a bite to eat-not at 
all the leisurely lunch we had planned. My friends attempted to reassure and console 





talked with the surgeon, who recommended that I have a biopsy. He felt there was 
something foreign there and that it should come out even if it was benign. Again, I was 
told that ninety-five to ninety-eight percent of this type of thing turned out to be benign. 
The surgeon sent me to make arrangements for outpatient surgery on Friday, 
August 28, 1992. That would be a week from the Friday coming up. Now, I had to go 
home and try to explain to my husband and reassure him that it was probably nothing. 
But first, I needed to convince myself. 
I drifted through the remainder of that week and the next trying not to think much 
about what was to come. I shared what was happening with only a few people, one of 
whom is a very special person, Mrs. Rebecca, who had been a very inspirational 
Sunday school teacher. She said, "Now Pam-remember-no matter how this turns 
out, it'll be all right." I would remember her words later. 
The day for the biopsy came. I arrived at the hospital early with my husband and 
mother in tow. Before I knew it, I was awake-the doctor had already been in to say 
that everything looked fine, had given my husband a set of instructions on what I was 
to do, and not to do, and had said to tell me he would see me the following week to 
remove the stitches. That was a relief. 
Later, as I was getting ready to leave, there was a tap on the door. I looked up as 
the surgeon came through the open doorway. The expression on his face told me that I 
really did not want tci hear what he had to say. He was sorry, but it had not turned out 
as he had hoped-the tumor was malignant. This was not happening to me-there was 





all the right things, and on and on my mind whirled. This was not a convenient time in 
my life for something like this to happen-school had just started-I had a ten-year-old 
daughter and a twelve-year-old son who needed me-why was this happening to me? I 
needed time to "get a grip" on what was happening. Mrs. Rebecca's words kept 
coming back to me, " ... no matter how this turns out, it'll be all right." 
After another surgery, six months of chemotherapy, six weeks of radiation, five 
years oftamoxifen, and thirty extra pounds, I'm still trying to "get a grip;" but I 
fought a good fight, and in March of this year, I knew that I had conquered the dreaded 
disease when my oncologist told me that I was released. 
For having been allowed this experience, I know that I can never truly be the same 
person-but hopefully, I will be a better person. God has blessed me with a loving and 
understanding husband and family, along with many wonderful friends (especially 
Sherrial and Rovene), who helped to make this interruption in my life much easier to 
bear. I know that God has forgiven me for asking, "Why?"-and I often wonder how 
people who do not have a strong faith in God make it through situations that are often 




Now that I have Sandra only in memory, 
I see, always, her smile. 
No matter what the day offered-joy or sorrow-
She always wore a smile. 
Even during her last days, with pain ever present 
From the disease that would, in the end, 
Rob her of life-there was the smile. 
And when death, itself, came-







Just One Paragraph Will Do - Most of the Time 
When I started teaching learning disabled students eight years ago, I was sure that I 
was going to help them "set the world on fire" with all that I was going to teach them. 
It did not take me long to understand the meaning of "You can't teach an old dog new 
tricks." The students' reading abilities were lower than I had expected, their writing 
even worse, and they had no idea of the meaning of organization. I realized that I had 
just as much or more to learn than my students. 
I soon found that students worked better with things that were familiar to them. 
Alas! They helped me to come up with the idea of using pictures, which they selected 
from magazines, to write paragraphs. Since many of my students had great difficulty 
writing a simple sentence, writing a coherent paragraph was a great accomplishment. 
I tell you all this hoping that it will help explain why I chose paragraph writing for 
my demonstration. At first, I was very apprehensive about sharing some of my 
techniques about simple paragraph writing with a room full of scholars. However, for 
the enhancement of my students and others like them, I knew that I must attempt to help 
other teachers become more empathetic about the uniqueness of the group of individuals 
labeled "learning disabled." 
As a part of my demonstration, I showed my audience a picture of a dining 
room that had been cut from a magazine. I asked for volunteers to give me one 
sentence that stated a fact about the picture. I wrote the sentences on the overhead as 
follows: 











There is a vase of flowers on the table. 
The sun is shining through the doors. 
The French doors are open. 
There is a shelf with a row of baskets. 
There is a wooden dining table with four chairs. 
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Then, I asked the group to write a three-sentence paragraph using some of the facts 
from the sentences they had written, combining some of the sentences if they wanted to. 
I asked for one person to write the first sentence and then for another to add the next 
sentence and then another to add the final sentence. The paragraph they wrote is as 
follows: 
Today I saw a picture of a dining room. Inside there 
was a table with a vase of flowers and green apples sitting 
on top. The sun was shining in through the open French 
doors. 
Next, I showed my audience a picture of a dish of food that appeared to be some 
kind of beef and vegetable stew. I asked each of them to give me a sentence that stated 
an opinion about something they each saw in the picture. I wrote the sentences on the 
overhead. The sentences were as follows: 
I see a delicious dish. 
I think the dish has ox tails covered with gravy. 
I don't want this now because I'm full. 
The dish looks way too spicy for me. 
This is a very heavy dish. 
I'd rather have Rice-A-Roni. 
I like this china pattern. 
I think this needs to be more spicy. 
This has too many fat grams for me. 
It's too early in the morning to look at this. 
Pick out the carrots. 
I I 
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I think I would puke if I ate this. 
After completing the sentences, I asked the group to write a three-sentence paragraph 
using some of the sentences they had written, combining some of the opinions if they 
wanted to do so. I asked for one person to start the paragraph and then for others to 
volunteer to complete the last two sentences. They wrote the following paragraph 
which I put on the overhead: 
I see a picture of a disgusting dish of food. The dish 
looks like it has ox tails covered with gravy. I think I 
would puke if I had to eat it. 
If you look back at the sentences that were written before each paragraph was 
written, you can see that there could have been an almost endless number of paragraphs 
written from several different viewpoints. I thought it was interesting what my group 
of scholars wrote, especially the second paragraph. 
Even though the demonstration was simple, my audience was very receptive. I 
actually felt they enjoyed the exercise. Following the demonstration, several 
participants asked me about my students and their learning problems. Hopefully, some 
of those present will be more open to any such students they might encounter in the 
future. We all need to remember that it's the simple things in life that make life worth 
















"It is impossible to write one's best 
·f nobody else ever has a look 
at the result." 






Life is inevitably filled with departures ... common, temporary separations affect 
each of us daily, as when moms and dads depart for work each morning, or children 
leave home for school, all to be reunited at the end of the day. Saying good-bye when 
reunion is forthcoming is not threatening, frightening, or aversive. However, the more 
permanent a separation becomes, the more difficult it is to accept. The last good-bye, 
that final parting, is usually the most difficult to handle, and is even referred to, or 
couched, in more bearable terms : one does not "DIE," one "passes on," "goes to be with 
the Lord," or "goes to Glory." The pain and anguish associated with permanently losing 
someone we love is the primary reason that death is viewed as a negative experience. 
And, of course, the more important the person is in our lives, the more excruciating the 
loss. 
As a small child, I remember watching my rather masculine, rarely emotional 
father struggle with the sudden death of his own father. I viewed with quiet astonishment 
his total collapse into tears as he sat at his desk, unaware that his small daughter's eyes 
were indelibly recording that private moment as a reference for her future responses to 
death. Since that moment so many years ago, I have faced the death of many loved 
ones and have grown in my appreciation of the example my father set for me, however 
unbeknownst to him. My psychologist of a husband frequently throws around the term 
"legitimate suffering," referring to the appropriateness and, in truth, the emotional 





significant person. A permanent good-bye must be faced with a measure of emotional 
vulnerability for the survivor to emerge in strong, emotional health. 
Some lives, like mine, seem destined to experience not only the common, 
everyday variety of good-byes, and, occasionally, the pang of a final good-bye, but also 
the frequent farewells associated with family moves. As the wife of a military officer, I 
have had to come to terms with the art of re-establishing my family every three to four 
years, totally aware that all ties established during those years will be short- lived, if not 
fleeting. Such a gypsy-like life has compelled me to adopt an entrenching mentality 
to experience the essence of each new home in record-breaking time. I recall the 
tragic philosophy proposed to me as a novice military wife by a 25-year veteran mover, 
the wife of a colonel. Her jaded advice was to calculatingly refrain from deep 
commitments, thereby sparing myself and my family the pain and discomfort of the 
inevitable good-byes. I can still feel the sense of horror that ran through this 
people-loving soul of mine as I contemplated a life of shallow relationships deliberately 
kept that way! Whatever the emotional cost, I determined that my family and I wo;1ld 
remain wide open to new relationships and experiences wherever we lived. With the 
many separations from dear ones we have come to love, our family-wide opinion has 
remained unshaken: our gains have been immeasurable, our losses well worth the 
bearing. The waxing and waning of rich relationships have shaped my family in ways we 
would never have imagined, in ways only God could have designed. The Bible exhorts 







shallow pegs, our hearts have been forever changed and blessed by entrenching ourselves 
deeply in the lives of those around us. For every tearful good-bye, there has always been 
a hopeful hello around the next bend ... As we have globally moved wherever God has sent 
us, He has given us the courage to say, "hello," and the grace to say, gratefully, 
"good-bye." 
I 
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The Art of Writing Personal Histories: 
A Lesson Plan 
The recording and writing of personal histories is a literary genre that is becoming 
more and more popular. My personal interest in family histories stems from a childhood 
replete with colorful relatives who loved telling their "stories." I was a fascinated listener 
who couldn't wait to hear the next episode in my family's saga! As I grew older, and 
more and more relatives died without having left their stories on paper, I began to 
seriously consider becoming the recorder of some of our unwritten family stories. My 
appreciation for the older generation was intense, due in large part, to my grandmother 
Knudsen's powerful influence over my life as a child. As I watched her grow older, her 
story, in particular, became very important to me. My brother, an active genealogist, was 
finally able to produce a book about our grandmother filled with her detailed 
remembrances of life in Norway and her migration to the United States. 
Following my brother's example, and encouraged by my gerontologist husband, I 
began seeking specific methods of successfully recording and/or writing personal 
histories of the elderly. I even took a graduate course in Oral History that educated me on 
the specific steps required to conduct a productive interview with an elderly person. 
Since then, I have taught seminars on the recording of personal histories and have been 
thrilled with the astounding interest in the area. As an English and history teacher, I 
began to consider what a powerful tool a written personal history ... and I began to 
scheme of ways to bring the idea into my classroom. 
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My first successful classroom attempt at writing personal histories came with a 
sixth-grade class I taught several years ago. I had received notice that the Alabama 
Gerontological Society was sponsoring an essay contest that would require personal 
interviews with living individuals over sixty years of age. State essay winners would 
have their picture displayed with their essay subject on one of the Gerontological 
calendars and would also receive a $100 U.S. savings bond. I decided that my students 
could write as well as any others, so we accepted the challenge. To gather the personal 
history information, students had to arrange for at least one conversation with the subject 
of their essay. Many of my students called long distance to speak with relatives who 
lived several states away, while other students chatted with their elderly neighbors down 
the street. It was a unique assignment that not only supplied the students with rich essay 
material, but more importantly, deepened their relationship with their choice of subjects. 
As it happened, one of my sixth graders, who wrote lovingly about his grandfather, was a 
state winner, earning his "month" in the calendar. I'll never forget the look of joy on that 
student's face when he showed me the picture of his grandfather and himself standing on 
their family farm surrounded by cows. Though most of my students' essays were not even 
entered in the contest, the process they followed to gather their personal histories did 
much to make them appreciate the events in another person's life, and to place value on 
those events. 
Over the years, I have incorporated the writing of personal histories in classes of 
varying ages. To peak student involvement, I ask them a day ahead of the assignment to 




some mood music in the background, the writing begins about the person in their 
pictures. Already armed with distinct emotions about the subjects in their photographs, 
students invariably have been able to transfer those emotions and memories to their 
paper. The results have proven refreshing, revealing, and real. Even the students less 
inclined to express their thoughts on paper have produced writings that they were eager to 
share with their classmates. Not only did the activity motivate my students to write, but it 
also gave them an opportunity to affirm each other's efforts. 
The use of personal histories in writing assignments has proven its validity as a 
viable writing tool in the classroom. Family heritage is, at the same time, both a unique 
and a common source of subject matter that is available to everyone. Like all great 
writers, students will write best about what they know or have experienced most 





"I want a classroom where more happens, 
more matters--and where ... the texts we read 
make a difference to students." 






A New Pair of Shoes 
I have always claimed, "I fell into teaching," which, I suppose, is ttue. I didn't 
train to be a teacher, but my choice of major, English, stemmed from my sheer love of 
reading, writing, and literature. It has followed naturally that I take great pleasure and 
satisfaction in sharing those things with my students, and want them to love them as 
much as I do. Over the years, I have depended heavily on my own enthusiasm to bring 
them along with me. But it's not enough to simply love literature and writing when we 
stand before a class of unmotivated or terrified students and try to get them to "connect" 
with what they are reading, and take something away with them from it. There has to be 
more, and what that "more" can be has become an evolving thing for me. 
Dan Morgan said, "The vast majority of our students do not love or appreciate 
literature as we do." I think we can safely say that is a given in most literature 
classrooms. That idea causes many literature instrnctors to take a bored, tortured 
approach to teaching or to assume the role of the high priest of holy writ, doling out gems 
of wisdom (to be tested on at a later date). But Diana George and Saralinda Blanning, in 
"Reading and Writing Back to the Future," suggest that our students love and appreciate 
literature as they do. We should want them to discover their own way of appreciating and 
connecting with the material, and we should strive "to create a bond between the student 
and the text, rather than to make students feel as if they are able to glimpse or grasp the 





I always knew this, if only subconsciously, but I think I was frankly afraid of what 
was of a certainty necessary to achieve this: giving up some of the control of what 
happened in my classroom. Without expressing this, even to myself, I feared that by my 
creating a more student-centered and less text-centered or teacher-centered classroom, the 
literature would lose its legitimacy and power (and maybe I would, too!). I am learning 
that for literature to "work" at all for students, they must engage it, right where they are 
and that we, as teachers, can give those students the authority and confidence to approach 
and tackle any text, and make it their own. We can encourage students to have their own 
voices, and, once established, we must listen to those voices--for they have something to 
say. And one of the prime stages for that new articulation is writing. 
Students, when given the tools and the assurance, can write, and write well. In 
their written examination of a text, they find themselves in the author's shoes--they begin 
to understand in an entirely new way what they've been reading. They also begin to see 
that literature, or writing, is not just a famous author's territory--it's everybody's territory. 
I take a step or two in Montaigne's shoes when I suggest that literature should be 
viewed as essay--or essai--a try, or an attempt by an author, and when we enable our 
students to engage the text in a personal, creative way, they become-co-creators and 
interpreters rather than passive consumers of it. Thus, we as teachers, instead of merely 
imparting easily forgotten and difficult to understand archaic canon, are empowering our 
students with the knowledge and skills to make sense of their worlds, deal with any text 
without being manipulated by it, and express their views about it, both in the spoken and 
the written word. 
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Whether we do it with reading journals, working collaboratively, injecting drama 
with readers' theatre, masks, or role playing, doing creative pieces such as composing an 
entry in the secret diary of a character, or rewriting the ending of a work, or a thousand 
other ways ( our only limit as teachers is our imagination), we must do it. If we can hit 
that "moment of engagement" with some students along the way, then I believe we have 
trnly seen into the mystery of teaching and understood something wonderful. 
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Clarity 
The sun was hanging mid-way in the sky, at that place where it blinds you as it 
descends. It was beginning to have color, but only just. My husband and I and our ten-
year-old daughter, and our friends--another couple and their eleven-year-old daughter--
had gone for a sunset boat ride at the end of a special day. The children rode in the front 
of the boat where the ride was the roughest, the men in the middle at the wheel, and we 
women rode in the back, facing what we were leaving behind. 
As we pulled away from the dock, gaining a little speed, the wake began to bubble 
and trouble behind us. I saw a young man and a girl pull out in a second boat after us, off 
to my right, and wait, silhouetted by that intense sun. I knew them, but the sun took away 
their features and symbolized them as Youth to me. They hesitated--waiting ... but with 
energy. 
The young man was strong, muscular, and I could see the tilt of his head. He 
stood at the wheel of the boat, his arm forward, aggressive. The girl was diminuitive, 
seated, and there was something distinctly sexual between them. As we pulled surely and 
steadily away, they idled eagerly behind us. 
* * * 
The passage of time is steady and unfailing. One day I was 26--the next I was fast 
approaching 40. I'm not ashamed to admit that turning 40 was difficult for me. But then, 
most of us at least give a nod to the grief that that milestone brings. Even non-thinkers 
agonize over the loss of youth, but those of us given to introspection find that bent to be 
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much a burden when pondering one's own mortality. I didn't enjoy 38, and I didn't notice 
39 because of the impending doom I felt as November 6, 1994, drew near. 
Turning 40 held great symbolism for me, and I feared all that it represented. I felt 
a profound sense of loss, or coming loss, at that point in life. Up until that point, all 
things, all energy, had been building, growing, becoming--moving toward some vague 
goal that was way, way out there, somewhere. But from 40 on, I was certain all would 
come to loss--loss of energy, of power, of beauty, of friends, parents, and possibly 
husband. I was sure that decay and disappointment awaited me on the other side of 40. 
So I went a little crazy--to prove to myself, I guess, that I was still full of life and 
even a bit reckless. (I've always liked that adjective and thought it described me well in 
my youth.) So I bought a black leather jacket and got a tattoo. And I felt better. Maybe I 
took my inspiration from Marvell when he said," ... though we cannot make our sun 
stand still, yet we will make him run." 
I continued to ponder and ruminate, but somehow my feeble effo11s at regaining 
my youth comforted me and gave me a foothold on this new territory. One foot on one 
shore, and one on the other, I suppose--and November 6, 1994, came and went without 
all the walls crashing down. I took a cruise with all my friends who were turning or had 
turned 40, and wore a hot pink sweater to the party my husband gave for my passage. 
And those days passed into months and then years. 
I still savor memories of my youth. I still look in the mirror and groan at the lines 
around my eyes and consider surgery. And I still balk at a 26-year-old calling me 
"ma'am," but I'm o.k. This new territory, I'm discovering, has wonders of its own. With 
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age comes experience, with experience comes wisdom, and with wisdom comes power. 
And I like that. This is a power I haven't tasted before--power over my feelings and 
power over my fate. 
* * * 
Swiftly, masterfully, the young man cut a diagonal path to my left, across our 
wake, out to the open part of the lake, and they were gone. I watched them go, feeling a 
mixture of pain and clarity and sweet understanding. It was one of those epiphanies that 
we long for in life and that always take us by surprise. Then I turned to see where it was 
that we were headed and was struck by the view I'd had my back to all this time. We 
were moving into that place where the lake narrowed, to where it was cool and green and 
unaffected. I was sharply aware of the men seated ahead of me, relaxed and easy, 
tensionless, and the innocence of the children in the front of the boat. I looked at my 
friend beside me and smiled. I leaned back and felt the brisk wind around me and closed 
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The Challenge 
For years, special needs teachers have tried to piece together alternative learning 
materials to accommodate such students. We've used workbooks, or workbook 
selections, for our primary instruction, spent long hours creating our own materials, 
extracting and "writing down" lessons from first track texts. In an attempt to offer 
something readable, we've borrowed elementary school material, hoping that the juvenile 
art and writing style wouldn't be noticed, or at least not considered humiliating. Some 
teachers, once the classroom door is closed, don't base their instruction on print materials 
at all; they try to "talk" their students through the curriculum. Others, in desperation, 
offer their students color-by-number subject-matter pictures in place of content lessons. 
While teachers and special needs students cope as best they can, parents complain 
and insist that their youngsters have "real books," not folders or smeary purple dittos. 
Traditional textbooks, no matter how beautiful or comprehensive, are beyond the reach of 
many of our students. The reading level is usually too high. Often, the type is too small, 
and the pages are too crowded. The pressure is on to offer something more, better, and 
different to all these students who have fallen through the cracks. 
What have we learned about our students' learning styles and instructional needs? 
What feature should make academic content most accessible to non-academic students? 
The content of a program is, of course, an important factor in the success of student. But 
the way the content is presented is important, too. 
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The informal writing styles of our curriculum help students feel good about 
themselves and about school. As a special education teacher, I minimize frustration and 
promote student success with continuous feedback, which makes learning a positive 
experience for even negative students. I make no assumptions about their prior learning. 
All of my instruction begins at the beginning because learning is about beginning. The 
essential conce,pts are presented in a clear and direct way, in small manageable chunks. 
The curriculum that I use offers strategies for presenting concepts in a variety of ways. 
My strategies include group activities, discussion ideas, practical application of skills, and 
re-teaching suggestions. My students do exercises to reinforce concepts and do practice 
test worksheets; these are enrichment activities for students who show special interests. 
The curriculum provides a wide assortment of flexible strategies for meeting the different 
needs of my students. Most importantly, an attitude of respect, enthusiasm, and 
encouragement is conveyed to my students as they read the texts. A recent study 
completed by the National Assessment for Educational Progress reports that increased 
emphasis on basic techniques of instructors such as lecture, drill, and testing has 
improved American students' skills and knowledge of facts. However, few students can 
apply their skills and knowledge to solving real-life problems, but as a teacher, I not only 
am able to teach students essential concepts and skills; I also can enable them to integrate 
what they learn by practicing and applying it. 
Instead of catering to an impractical formula, we as teachers make sure that our 
students already have the "hard words" under their belts before they begin reading for 
content. That's why we have adopted a words-to-know format. I strongly advise teachers 
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to pre-teach these words carefully before proceeding with the reading section. Each 
words-to-know list provides simple definitions much like a mini glossary. In addition, 
each of the words to know appears in boldface the first time it is used in any lesson. In 
the classroom, students will also find words-to-know vocabulary exercises for each lesson 
used. These include crossword puzzles, word search, and other word meaning activities 
for reinforcing and reviewing the difficult words from the list. 
A writing with a style box appears near the end of each lesson. This feature 
provides students with another example of good writing. It demonstrates the skills they 
have learned in the chapter. Students are asked to compare writing samples and to choose 
the best one. They are encouraged to identify in writing what they are shown and that the 
use of proper skills can help them make documentation. A writing practice section 
completes each lesson. This may well be the best test of a student's grasp of the lesson 
concepts, for it asks students to put new writing skills to use. 
I , 
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Academically Weak Students Can Be Helped 
In my demonstration, I showed how I introduce students to practical, everyday life 
experiences, such as filling out employment forms, establishing a checking account, and 
applying for credit. 
My lessons focus on the development and understanding of modern vocabulmy. I 
emphasize the fundamental skills necessary to cope with the communication problems of 
the contemporary, real world; I also help students develop a basic mastery of grammar, 
spelling, and composition skills. 
A text that I use is English for Everyday Usage. It is written for students with 
learning difficulties. It covers the basic English skills a student will need to survive in the 
adult world. I use activities that help students build a positive self-awareness and a better 
understanding of themselves, their feelings, and their relationship of others. I help my 
students critically analyze newspaper stories and advertising claims. I want them to be 
prepared for consumerism. 
I use the Language Diagnostic test as a baseline. I teach the parts of writing an 
effective business letter, while providing a sample letter for them for analysis. Students 
use a form to guide their own letter writing. They use pictures of people and places to 
build paragraphs which improve writing skills. Pictures motivate students' imagination. 
After completing these lessons, students are expected to write memos, invitations, and 
news articles; write descriptive, explanatory and persuasive paragraphs; write a story, a 
review, and a letter. 
I 
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11 And gladly would he 
learn and gladly teach. 11 
Chaucer 
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The Alabama Writing Project 
The Alabama Writing Project is a network of school-university collaborative 
programs housed in universities across our state: Alabama A&M University, Auburn 
University, Jacksonville State University, Troy State University, University of Alabama, 
and University of South Alabama. As part of the 160 sites of the National Writing 
Project, we share its mission: to improve the teaching of writing and improve learning in 
our schools. Our professional development model recognizes the primary importance of 
enhancing teacher knowledge, expertise, and leadership. 
Each summer, we sponsor invitational institutes on the teaching of writing, in 
which outstanding teachers share their classroom practices, experience writing in various 
modes, research current theory and practice, and learn how to conduct inservice 
workshops during the school year. Teachers who are chosen to participate in these 
institutes receive a stipend and can elect to take the institute for graduate credit. 
In addition to these summer institutes, all of Alabama's Writing Project sites offer 
other summer programs for teachers, provide inservice workshops during the school year, 
sponsor conferences on the teaching of writing, furnish speakers for professional 
meetings, and hold continuity meetings to advance the professional development of 
summer institute alumni. Several of the sites publish newsletters on the teaching of 
writing, sponsor writing camps and other programs for school children, and work with 
parents and the community to advance children's literacy. 
State funding allows us to provide all the services at little or no cost to the 
teachers and their schools. Additionally, since the National Writing Project has federal 
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funding, Alabama's sites receive matching federal funds, providing more impact for the 
dollars Alabama invests in its Writing Projects. 
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Gulf Coast Conference Report 
The Gulf Coast Conference on the Teaching of Writing, held June 28-July I at the 
Grand Hotel in Point Clear, Alabama, provided over 200 teachers with a great 
opportunity for professional development. Sponsored by Alabama's Regional Inservice 
Centers, the conference featured nationally known keynote speakers, concurrent 
presentations, and workshops to help kindergarten through college educators to better 
teach writing and reading. Highlights from the keynote addresses follow. 
On Monday, in the first keynote address, Dr. Robert Probst, author of Five Kinds 
of Litera,y Knowing, Response and Analysis, and Reader-Response Theory and the 
English Curriculum, presented "Reading the 'Text' of Our Lives," in which he gave 
advice for the teaching of literature. Emphasizing active reading and a reader-response 
approach to literature, he noted that "who students are will determine what they make of 
literature." In his talk, Dr. Probst also provided five principles for the teaching of 
literature: 
• Literature study should help students learn about themselves. 
• Literature should help students learn about others. 
• Lliterary study should help students learn about how texts work. 
• Literature study should help students learn about context. 
• Literature should help students learn about processes of reading and 
writing. 
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On Tuesday, Ms. Fran Claggett, author of Daybooks of Critical Reading and 
Writing, Drawing Your Own Conclusions, and A Measurement of Success, gave the 
second keynote address, "Reflections on a Grain of Sand." Ms. Claggett shared her ideas 
for teaching different types of writing and teaching literature. First, concerning writing, 
Ms. Claggett pointed out that since most students can do narrative writing with ease, 
teachers need to help students apply and expand the techniques of narrative to other types 
of writing. She also shared her interpretation of James Britton' s rhetorical divisions of 
writing: 
Expressive Writing--"This is what I see, think, feel, and wonder." 
Purpose: To identify, reveal, or clarify ideas or experiences for self or 
others. 
Informative or Efferent Writing--"This is what I know and how I know it." 
Purpose: To convey information, to explain ideas, facts, processes. 
Persuasive--"This is what I believe and why I think others should believe it." 
Purpose: To influence or convince another of one's ideas or judgment. 
Literary or Aesthetic--"This is how I have shaped my ideas about what I have 
seen, experienced, or imagined." 
Pwpose: To give shape to an experience, observation, idea. 
Ms. Claggett believes that students must also be shown how they will be assessed 
in their writing. She related writing instruction to writing assessment tests, asserting that 
students must learn the rubrics, or grading formats, of these tests. 
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In her remarks on teaching literature, Ms. Claggett suggested four types of 
responses to literature: 
• imagination (which draws students to the writer's vision) 
• feeling (which grounds students in experience) 
• observation (which connects students to their surroundings) 
• analysis (which refines through re-visioning). 
She concluded her talk by noting the power of drawing to help students 
understand literature and by demonstrating a technique for line-by-line analysis of poetry, 
followed by drawing in response to the analysis. 
On Wednesday, the third keynoter, Dr. Joseph Bruchacs Native American 
storyteller and author of Tell Me a Sto1y and Between Earth and Sky: Legends of Native 
American Sacred Places, spoke on the topic, "A Circle of Stories." Dr. Bruchac 
reminded the group of the power of stories, stating that storytelling was one of the oldest 
human pursuits, one which has allowed humans to maintain family connections, pass 
down knowledge, and understand themselves and their lives through the ages. Even 
though there are over 400 different Native American languages and cultures, they have in 
common the idea of the circle as a powerful symbol, and all of these cultures told stories 
in a circle, where all faces could be seen. After playing a welcome song of his Native 
Abenaki language, Dr. Bruchac offered ways to use stories to reach and teach children. 
Reminding the group of Joseph Campbell's statement that a story grows with the person 
who reads it, he offered examples and characteristics of several traditional Native 
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American story types: scary stories, stories of names, stories of how things came to be, 
jump stories, jokes, and tall tales. 
Dr. Bruchac also provided some advice for using stories in the classroom, 
suggesting that teachers need to begin with their own culture's stories, then, after 
studying other cultures, include these stories. He believes that multicultural studies are 
very beneficial, since they not only remind people of their own culture's strength, but 
help everyone to appreciate other cultures. 
In addition to hearing the keynote speakers, conference-goers attended an array of 
concurrent sessions, addressing topics such as critical thinking, writing and literature 
connections, developmental writing, literary issues, and approaches to literature. Each of 
the keynoters presented workshops, as well. Another highlight of the conference was a 
luncheon on Monday, during which Alabama writer Rick Shelton was presented with the 
Advancement of Alabama Literacy Award for his writing and his work with Alabama 
schoolchildren. And as always, the teachers in attendance enjoyed the peace and beauty of 
the Grand Hotel setting. 
Teachers who would like information on the 1999 conference should contact Mr. 





"Leaming to write, like any 
other skill, takes patience and 
ractice." 
Zora Neale Hurston .. · 
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Motivating Writing in the Classroom 
Writing is a complex symbolic representation of a person's thoughts. Writing is a 
graphic form, which involves motor skills to make marks on the paper. Motor skills are 
used to help develop a sense of order and pattern. This is how the relationship between 
writing and drawing are closely related. The picture and pattern making seem to release 
energy in some children for speaking and writing. Writing should become an important 
part of a child's life during the primary years. They become interested in things that are 
new to them. Children learn more by doing. If a child continues to practice writing, the 
child will become a successful writer. Zola Hurston once stated that ·'Learning is like any 
other skill, it takes practice and patience." In my personal classroom, I motivate, 
encourage, and allow various opportunities for writing. 
One activity that has been effectively used in my classroom is to ask the students 
to creatively draw a portrait of themselves. The portraits are used to help the children 
describe their personality to the other children. Speaking is another skill that is presented 
in this activity. After the portraits are discussed, I collect them to form a book. The 
children enjoy viewing and reading what others have written. The children also become 
bonded with one another. The portrait activity gives the students something to remember 
each other by. This is not an activity that should only be used in the primary levels, but 
at any grade level as an icebreaker for students. 
In the classroom, writing needs to be a natural activity which occurs everyday. 
Another method of motivating writing is the establishment of a writing center. The 
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writing center is a quiet place in my room where students can go and write freely. This 
center can be set up in the corner of the classroom with a table and four to six chairs. The 
writing center can consist of a variety of things. Crayons, markers, paper, books, 
magazines, and a typewriter or computer can be in a writing center. The center does not 
have to be very elaborate. Sometimes it can be decorated with books, posters, or even 
some of the students' masterpieces. The students are given time, after they complete their 
assignments, to take turns at the writing center. Writing will not flourish unless it gives 
the child satisfaction. 
Parents are the first teachers of the children. They should work to help 
children discover the many functions of the written language. The written language 
forms which can be easily used to help children discover are making requests, giving 
instrnction, creating stories, and describing experiences. The parents should allow the 
student to see them make lists and memos; therefore, they will make lists and memos. 
Children should also be exposed to different forms of writings in books, magazines, 
newspapers, and a great deal of environmental print. 
A good variety of writing activities should be meaningful and useful to 
encourage the students. The writing activities must form a writing curriculum for the 
class. The purpose should extend beyond the teacher and her writing requirement of 
student writing. Some of the most popular of these writings are shared writings. Shared 
writing begins with the teacher and the children discussing the topic that will be written 
about. In this process, the children can see all the stages of the reflections, planning, 
drafting, editing, evaluating, and re-evaluating taking place as a group. 
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Writing is our way of revealing our inner thoughts and feelings. There are many 
ways to promote writing. Teachers have to learn to be creative decision makers and think 
of ways to encourage writing. Writing activities should not only be educational, but they 
should be fun too. Parents can also play an important role in learning to write by 
modeling for the students and enabling the students to participate in the process. 
Flying High With Writing 
Imagine that you are a child wanting to be free, 
Wanting to go and see all there is to see, 
Doing all the things you ever wanted to do. 
When you begin to write poetry, 
all those things come true. 
Just like a hot air balloon, it is hard to 
get off the ground. 
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The next thing you know, you're writing all those 
feelings and emotions down. 
A Friend Of Mine 
There is a person I know, 
who is so kind. 
Her personality is unique 
and extremely refined. 
Words of encouragement 
she would always say, 
Perfectly organized and full of wisdom 
in every way. 
Our friendship began a 
few years ago. 
She was a classmate 
I never expected to know. 
As years went on and on, 
she was sincere and true. 
When problems would ever rise, 
My dear friend knew what to do. 
She is like the older sister 
who will be there for me. 
Our relationship will 
continue to remain 
open and forever free. 
We have many conversations 
with deep, deep thought, 
Though we have often fought. 
She is really special to me, 
the very best friend 
a person could want to be. 
If you have a friend, 
please be kind. 
Then you may have a 
friend like mine. 
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Professional Development Plan 
As a first year teacher, there were many things that I planned to accomplish in a 
school year. There never was enough time in the day to cover the things that I wanted to 
cover. I tried and tried. By the end of the year, I learned to make things happen. I have 
learned a great deal in my first year teaching in the elementary school, for which neither 
college nor student teaching had prepared me. Teaching this year has been an alluring 
experience. There is even more that I have to learn. In order to improve my professional 
development, I plan to become more involved with a professional organization, to 
participate more in professional development, and to take further coursework toward a 
master's degree. 
The professional organization that I have decided to join is the Alabama 
Education Association. I have been selected to become a representative for my school. I 
have attended several meetings and believe this organization works hard to fight for 
monies for technology programs in public schools. It has also worked toward greater pay 
advances for teachers. I plan to attend the meetings that are held on the first Tuesday of 
each month. My duties will consist of bringing back to my faculty various issues 
discussed in these meetings. I am also a member of Professional Development 
Committee for the School Accreditation Process. This committee plans and prepares 
various ways to help the professional development of the faculty and educational 
development for the students. 
Participation in various offered workshops will help me to improve some of my 
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teaching styles. A teacher is like a student; the learning process never ends. The 
workshops allow the teachers to learn and share numerous ideas and expectations. 
All that is learned can be taken back and shared with co-workers. The most recent 
workshop I attended focused on the new math textbooks. At the workshop, the teachers 
examined a list of objectives that they had to in the new math textbook. The teachers 
were instructed to write the page numbers beside the objectives that were going to be 
taught this year. This gave me an overview of what the students would be expected to 
know by the end of the year. 
Presently, I am attending Jacksonville State University, pursuing a master's 
degree. While pursuing this degree, I plan to achieve a greater understanding of the 
educational process. This summer, I have been chosen to participate in The Writing 
Project. During this course, I have been expected to discuss, create, and critique different 
forms of writing. Research is a key component of this course. After much research, I 
was instructed to write two papers dealing with the writing process. Together, the 
teacher-fellows and discussed various ways to express writing in our classrooms. The 
demonstrations were very informative, and the activities can easily be adapted into any 
classroom. The Writing Project has prepared me to continue to motivate and encourage 







"If we value the pursuit 
owledge, we must be 
ollow wherever that search 
ay lead us." 
--Adlai E. Stevenson: 
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Trust in God, But Lock Your Car 
A monologue to be perfonned by a female who is mid-teens to early twenties. 
Trust in God, but lock your car. That's what my grandmother used to say. She 
was trying to teach us that in order to survive and/or succeed, we'd have to "use the 
sense God gave us." Grandmother was one of those women who was strong - a real 
Southern woman. Yeah, she'd been through the Depression, seen one husband die, and 
lost a son in Vietnam. She'd not had an easy life, but she never complained. Never once 
did I hear my grandmother give an excuse for anything. If she made a mistake, she 
would apologize and do her best to correct it. Once, she forgot to order a flower 
arrangement for the church auditorium on Homecoming Day. Actually, if the truth be 
known, Miss Francis probably was supposed to do it, but put the blame on Grandmother. 
Anyway, Grandmother accepted responsibility and called her friend Jean who used to 
run a flower stand. Jean brought over an oasis -you know, one of those green things 
that holds flowers and waters them. Anyway, she and Grandmother cut roses and other 
flowers from Grandmother's garden and created the most spectacular arrangement that I 
have ever seen. If only the church members could have known the true significance of 
those flowers on the altar ... 
And Grandmother was with it. She kept her knowledge of current events up to 
date, because she always said, "Knowledge is the key, Annie." In fact, Grandmother had 
to be right, because she was by far the most intelligent woman that I have ever known. 







At first, it was subtle. Missing car keys, forgetting names, becoming disoriented. 
We dismissed it as old age. How could it be anything else? My grandmother was the 
most wonderful individual on earth and nothing could be wrong with her. 
But it was. The diagnosis hit us like the time I dropped her crystal vase of roses 
to the floor. Hopes for the future shattered like the petals from the rosebuds, each 
becoming disconnected and fragmented from the reality before. The grandmother that I 
knew was gone. 
But she saw things differently. Did I mention that she was stubborn? And there 
was no way that she would "go gentle into that good night." She would "rage, rage 
against the dying of the light." I think Dylan Thomas must have known my grandmother 
in another life. 
She did not want to be babied as long as she could help it. No one was going to 
stop her from the life she had. Mother couldn't buy her groceries; after all, she never did 
learn the correct way to pick out cantaloupes. . . according to Grandmother. She 
continued to take her daily walk to the post office to pick up the assortment of 
magazines and coupon collections that found their home on her coffee table. I used to 
love to sort through those piles and pick out the magazines with a pretty woman on the 
front. I would then do the "devil" trick that my daddy taught me one rainy afternoon. 
I'd take an eraser and remove the color of the model's eyes so that she'd take on a 
zombie appearance. I'd then take a black marker and give her horns and a mustache and 
goatee. Grandmother didn't like it. She'd always get on to me. I can just hear her. 
"Annie, how many times have I told you not to mess up my magazines!" But I knew 
that she really didn't mind. Once, I saw her smile as she turned away. I think she was 
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kinda glad that I wouldn't judge people by their outward appearances. She always told 
me to look beyond a pretty or handsome face and see what a person was really made of. 
And then there was the garden. She would toil from dawn till dusk if she saw 
one hint of a weed in the flower beds. Her roses continued to thrive while her 
neighbor's, Mr. Joe's, wilted in the summer heat. The one rosebush that was her 
absolute favorite was the one that grew from a cutting she had of her grandmother's 
rosebush. One day, when I was a lot younger, I was helping her in the garden. Actually, 
she was trying in her most patient manner to keep me from destroying her Eden. She 
called me over to her side. As I leaned in under the shade of her enormous sunbonnet, I 
caught a whiff of the fragrance that is distinctly hers. It smelled like the roses in her 
garden, only sweeter. She told me about the rosebush and how she and her mother 
before her had gotten cuttings from her grandmother's rosebush. She also told me that it 
was my privilege, not a duty, to keep a part of this rosebush alive for the next 
generations. Another thing she told me that made me cry was that when she died, she 
wanted part of this rosebush planted by her grave. I didn't want to think of my 
grandmother dying. I was too young to lose her. It didn't happen then. 
But when it did happen, the fact that I was older didn't help in the least. In fact, I 
had grown even closer to her, and it hurt that much worse. But before her release, the 
Alzheimer's took away the grandmother I knew. At first, it was minor things. Then, 
suddenly, it seemed, she grew worse. Mother had to move in with her. After Mother 
couldn't handle her, we had to put her in a nursing home. That was the first time I 
remember seeing my mother cry. We would visit everyday. It got to the point, though, 
she didn't recognize me. That hurt. At the end, she didn't know my name, nor 
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Mother's. We became two strangers to her. No longer would she tell me stories of our 
family, about how our ancestors had journeyed to this country from England. Actually, I 
think that she probably embellished just a tad, but. .. the stories were interesting. And I 
learned a lot of history. But the disease took that person away, the storyteller that I so 
loved. 
One afternoon in particular, I bought a rose for Grandmother at the grocery store. 
It couldn't compare with any of Grandmother's roses, but hers were buried under pine 
straw to protect them from the snow that I so desperately wished would come each 
winter. When I brought it in the room, the fragrance - light as it was - seemed to jog 
some of her memories. She began to hum the song she would always sing while 
working in her garden, "Fairest Lord Jesus." But the moment was almost over as soon 
as it happened. She didn't recognize me, but she did thank me for the flower. Even in 
those last days, her manners never left her. I guess that was a bit unusual, the stubborn 
streak in her. She might have had the disease, but it wouldn't take away all of her 
character. The doctors told us when she was diagnosed that she v1ould more than likely 
become the total opposite of how she normally was. All that really happened to 
Grandmother was that she was robbed of her memories and relationships that once 
meant so much to her. 
She died a couple of weeks later. We cried, not for the woman we buried that 
day, but for the woman that had left us about six months before that. I guess it was 
somewhat of a relief for Mother, in a way. It was strange the following weeks, getting 
adjusted to not having to go to the nursing home. As the winter changed into spring that 
year, I went to Grandmother's yard and cut some of her rosebush. On the day I was 
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going to plant it at her grave, there was a funeral in the church next door to the cemetery. 
As I dug the hole in the warming earth for the tiny roots, strains of "Fairest Lord Jesus" 
floated from the open windows of that country church. 
Path 
Life requires 
decisions and judgments. 
Wrong ones can have 
everlasting consequences. 
Right ones can mean 
nothing. As I chew 
the seeds of the 
future, I only hope that 
I am able to swallow 




"Good writers are 
good readers." 
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